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This we do know, that of those Siting
from fifty to one hundred years before
‘his death none are preserved that contai

A WEEKLY Raniah SNEWSrAgES)

hinges humiliating to the pasion and un; lips says thathe often finds the medicine
fortunate for the people.
An earnest, chest to be the very best pulpit. During
consecrated pastor, sustained by a “godly the past year he has found this part of his
and faithful ‘church, may well expect work very interesting and has given esabundant blessing to rest upon their pecial attention to some forms of insanity
prevailing extensively among the ‘Hin-.
efforts. Said Dr. Kirk, ‘* A humble church
is the mightiest power on earth, as it is dus.

We therefore repeat: Some preparation

for the Work is necessary.

During the

month previous, the pastor may

wisely

Proowill Baptist. Rrinking
Pr
ug Establishment, ‘the story; that biblical scholars of a: | seek to turn the hearts of his people toearlier date than his donot seem to have ward the subject of revivals. In his serRev. I. D. STEWART, Pablisher,
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
i
&o., should be rE tors ppat Dover; N. H.
communications designed for publication

por be addressed to Editor The Morning Siar,
Over,

~~

Terms +—$2.00

in advamce;

per

ear,

$3.30If

if paid strictly

paiil within

first thirty Sars, and $2.50

the

if not.

The Ponting Star.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1880.
STRENGTH AND GRACE.
I am so weak, dear Lord, I cxn not stand
One moment without thee": ~
But, ah, the tenderness of thine enfolding!

Aud;

ab, the faithfulness of thine uphold.

ing!

manuscripts,

. And, oh, the strength of thy Tight hand!
..~

read it, and that, prior to Jerome came
an era fertile in apocryphal books and
parts of books.
. The conjecture of Atgitins, that the
incident was set aside ‘because of its
moral influence,
was merely a conjecture.
He dees nob claim any historical basis
for it. - Besides, the. conjecture implies
that little reverence for the Scriptures
was then felt. = Tholuok answers the
supposition by saying that ¢¢ after ~ this
solicitude had been sexpressed the story
was never on that acconnt omitted.”
Finally, Enthymius declares that ¢ the
words between chap. 7: 53; 8: 1-11
are either not found at all in the accurate

or “are

marked

with

an

mons he may endeavor to show

of a revivalin his own

the need

church and com-

munity. . In selecting his topics for social
meetings, he may have the same thought
in mind.

He should seek

to

awaken

the unobstructed ‘channél of the Holy
Spirit.” This is profoundly trne. - There

an

intense interest in the hearts of his people in the welfare of the church and the
salvation of the unsaved. They should
be most earnestly
and tenderly invited to
an honest self-examination. The duty
and privilege of consecration to the Master’s service should also be emphasized. If there are any stumbling-blocks in
the way, unkind feelings, public or private|
offenses or any other things of this nature,

they should certainly be removed.
The ‘individual

* hung their

whose

harps

|

members have

upon the willows,”

whose pastor is left to bear the
burdens almost alone ; and they are
longing fora. man to come among
“full of the Holy Ghost, ” that the

heavy
sadly
them
work

An

A

interesting

letter

from

Rev.

cussed ways and mears, but alas!

A.

A.

hearts of
have often.
our Cairo.
have dis-

what could

they do, with an exhausted treasury! Toabandon the work to which they are dlready
pledged would be disloyalty "to the Master.
They hope, that sometime in the near future,

of our

western

sisters,

God will open the way for them t6 work for.
the uplifting of the colored women in fhose
missions,
We know the heart of our dear Brother too

Smith, of Minnesota, in'the Star of Nov. 24th.,
headed ‘ Minnesota Notes,”” contains ‘the fol- well to think that be wonld be willing we
should withdraw a dollar from the approprialowing:' * The frontier friends must -have tions’to our pledged work the coming year,
read with sadness, I'think, & part of the report | even for the purpose of improving “the sur
may prosper.’
:| of the late meeting of the Woman’s Missionary roundings of sons sud daughters who have
make for themselves a home 2,000
The Holy Spirit in - the pulpit is an exSociety. With $1,650 appropriated, not one gonegto
miles toward the sunset.” We love the great
cellent, nay, a necessary adjunct of suc-| dollar for the great West. There are. eastern West We plead earnestly for it. Its needs

cessful work, but is it not

just as neces-

mothers wha would re-read the report with
tears could they know the ‘surroundings . of

sons and daughters
who ‘have gone to’ make
be inspired by the same Divine Spirit ?
.. | for themselves a home 2,000 milés toward the
Let the people, throwing off their cold- sunset.” Surely our good brother greatly
ness, most heartily second the efforts of misapprehends the work and the resources of
the man whom they have freely calied to the F. B. Woman’s Missionary Society, or he
would not have penned those lines. For he
be their pastor.
Let them go to work like true Chris- ‘would not, Pharaoh-like, require the making

membprs should also

Doubtless, on this account, there

are sad ‘hearts in India to-day. The
the members of the Woman's Board
gone out to the freed-women” of
and Louisiana missions, and they

with the united aid

BY. MRS. MoM,. H. HILLS.

sary that those who fill the pews should

opelus; hence they seem to be interpaa, earnestly seek to have their own hearts
thoroughly aroused-and heartily in symted, and an appendage.”

That strength is enough for me.

is many a chureh

‘ MAKING BRICKS WITHOUT
STRAW.”

their work.

and the imporanee of its immediate possession.
for Christ, have never yet been over-estimated..

Indeed, the half has never been told: The lite
tle handful of women banded in the F.- B.
issionary Society, for a special
branch ” missionary work, are. Among the
warmest friends snd contributors to’ our

Home Missionary Society, and

it

is not

too

much to believe that their. i
fonatione
pathy with’ the work. By a study of
‘haveat least, in part, enabled the
God’s Word ,by earnest prayer, by honest
sionary
Society to appropriate the sum for
Awa hour byzhour: that ‘Reveriling treasthe
West, for which our brother, in the com
change its place, as if it were not at] Belf-consecration, they should seek to be- tians in the service of the Lord; and will of bricks when no straw was furnished.
munication referred to, expresses so ' much
To correct any: wrong impressions oz ‘the
ratitude. We pray that his interest and the
Supplies’ and fills in overflowing measure
home in_any book. One puts it after come, asit were, * Broken and emptied | he not bless their efforts? “Ave! bounti- minds of those who may have read the foreMy jenst, my greatest need.’ And
nierest of all the members of our Benevolent
so
chapter7: 36; ten put it at the end of vessels that the Master miaj® fill them: fully will he bless them.
5
ies may deepe en, and highten
an
‘going criticism, as well as to set our brother
Thy grace is enough for me. .
with his spirit and power.
Postonen, in: bebaif of ou r
5
tl till the
West,
the
gospel
;.
four
put
it
in
Luke:
afier
right,
we.
make
the
following
statements.
Not
Let,
then,
no
church
sit
down
in
dis[1
. —Frances Ridley faery.
treasuries of our Home M soi
Tn?)
chapter 21. No other section.of ‘the New| ' ‘Now when the pastor and a consider- couragement because of their position or a few of the societies organized by . out sisters cation Societies shall overflow,
4-9
=
sble
‘number
of
‘the
church,
or,
better
that
their
vision
may.
reach
across
dg
waste of"
Testament was ever cut out and ‘moved
circumstances. Let them prosecnte the. in their respective churches; instead of being waters, to those three and a half ‘millions - of
auxiliary
to
the
Free
Baptist
Woman’s
Board,
still,
the
whole
church,
have
received
the
about in this way.
work with such facilities as they may ure, for various reasons, auxiliary, either di- souls God has entrusted to us as a people to
zd
evangelize, souls that are the purchase of the
Besides, that the passage is not genuine preparation indicated, the series of, meet- possess, and there shall be ‘ added" to rectly
BY PROF. J. A HOWE, D.D,
or indirectly, to the parent Home
and
Redeemer’s blood, and as precious-in his
sight
is conclusively shown by its. composition ings may be commencad very, hopefully. .| their numbers such as shall be saved, »
ho
Foreign Missionary Boards,or to their State 48 any in our own highly favored land.
2nd.
In
communities
where
it
is
praccan
comprehend
their
‘destitution
*—five
or.
The evidence on which the genuineness and style. These twelve verses contain
Missionary Societies. For instance, the Wom*+-0dained American missionaries, more than half
of the story; in John 8: 1—11, is denjed, sixty" various readings.
an’s Missiopary Societies in thi New. York
Griesbach has ticable, two or more churches may wisely
a million for éach Honesry—blinded
ed ang be_

Iam so needy, Lord, and yet T Kaow
All fullness dwells in thee;

Further evidence against the passage
appears in this: that fifteen manuscripts

THE EVIDENCE.

called for by Rev. J. J. Hall; is willingly

shown that three

furnished. The force of it, however, can
only be felt as we enter somewhat into
the workshops of biblical criticism.
The

can be traced as the basis of the story in
the various manuscripts that record it.
“No genuine spostolic text has ever un-

five oldest manuscripts of the New Testa-

dergone such

entirely differeat - texts

alterations,”

says

Godet.

MISSION WORK.

hold union revival services. Very fre-

be
—
CONDUCTED BY REV.

quently such an - effort meets with far
greater success than would the efforts
of the same churches if they were working alone. 1Itis very necessary in such a
movement as this, that the churches engaged in it should be heartily in" sy mpathy with each other as regards the work |
in hand.” All differences of opinion should

'

G.C. WATERMAN, .

to the Ohio Association.
PREACHING

TOURS IN INDIA,

. Those familiar with

Sh

Basil backto Justin Martyr and Irensus
there is no allusion to this_ incident.
Why is this? Certainly it. is not a story to
impress the menory feebly, nor one, if in
the record of Christ's life at all, to be
overlooked. There is only one explanation:

the Scriptures,

at

that.

He,

did

not contain it.
Eusebius; it~ is trae, mentions that
Papias gives ** the history of a woman
accused before Christ of many crimes;”
but Meyer, “the best modern exvgete,”
thinks the reference is pot to the Woman
of this story. Jerome (died A. D. 420)
also testifies that this passage is, found
in many Greek and Latin nanuscripts,— -

oie of the strongest testimonies for it.
It should be remembered,

however,

that

new manuscripts, in and -bpfore his day,’
How old those: were
~were frevly mde.

of which he spepks we never can - know.

going hnd are earnestly seeking for it. -

sidering the question, * How Bhall’ it be special revivalists.
JAW native, Los J Jacob and Tupmost wisely conducted and the best reDuring’ the stay of the ‘Povivatist” “also, [3 hare, have also
enguged in _itineratsults “be secured ? ” While we would |
the pastors will do well to keep,up with 4ng, visiting some parts of a densely pophasten to acknowledge the dependence
the work. While he should not be. hind- ulated region extending frou forty to six
of all upon the presence and aid: of: the
Divine Spirit,it is our purposeto suggest ered by too clube surveiltance,still if he-is ty; miles from Midnupore. They met
a true man, he'Will
expect and desire the’ with good success and proved themselves
a few thoughts in regard to the human
constant advice and counsel of the %as- efficient workers in the . Master's vineagencies to be smploged, And we would
tors. This he certainly ought to have.
_|
yard, '
remark ;
a
Lo
“ “Most surely is it true in this case that
.
MEDICAL
WORK.
1st. Agreat mistake is made when there
Missionaries in all parts of the world
is no pevious preparation for the work, “in a multitude of counselors there is
have found medical knowledge of great
before the series of meetings commences. safety.” But,
4th. There are very many churches | .value in carrying on their work. The
We believe that churches ought always
to be in a ‘condition for revival effort; in- where it is neither practicable to unite. ability to relieve suffering and to cure
deed ought to be enjoying ‘a: constant re- with others, nor yet to call in a revivalist. disease opens the hearts of the people
vival. But looking at things as they are What shall be done under such circam- and, secures their attention to, and re.
it, is hlly true that they ars woty and if stances PIs it of any use for such churches spect for religions instruction, Our own
the week of prayer begins with the church .to prosecute specidl revival work? Now. missionaries have not been unmindful of
any. chubch conceives the dex that “this, and, we have two skilled physicians,
in its u-unl condition, it will certainly re- when
quire nearly all the week for the average nothing ¢an be accomplished unless some Drs. Bacheler and Phillips; in the field,
"Christian heart to become warm enough boutside help is broughtth, it is a most We hope soon to send a lady thoroughly
humiliating and unfortunate cordition of educated for medical practice. Dr. Phil
for anything like a revival. . §
1
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Missions

are,

spective States, while

those

raised

by

if we

are correctly informed, expended in their

re-

for

For-

sotted by centuries of heathenism, under : the
terrible tyranny of caste, with other formida-

‘ble bulwarks, unknown in the great West. . It
is.asserted that for every dollar raised ir England and America for the support and exten~
.sion of Christ’s cause, 98 per cent. is expended
| inthe home work, and 2 per cent. in the for.

are

eign field. Who will wish this scanty pittance
withheld for home work? * Go ye into all the

In Michi-

igan, the money raised by the Woman's | So-

world, and preach the gospel to every
creature,” in Eurgpe, Asia, Africa, America, and

cieties;
for Home

churc

J eign Missions, with but few

exceptions,

sent to the Foreign Mission Board.
Missions is

paid

to

their

State Home Mission Societ;
Society, while a portion
of that raised for Foreign Missions is sent
the Woman’s Beard, for its specitic work

fhe joie of the sea.

Behold the work ‘of the

- THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

to
in

4No.

India. 'For the same special work, something

BY MARY B. PHILLIPS.

jsreceived from our good sister-workers in |
“ That is the Dairyman’s Daughter’s cotthe States farther west, but the Board has to
tage,” said the driver as he drew rein in front
look for its resources mainly to the women in
-of a very humble dwelling,~stone,” of course 3
our New England churches.
they all are. “The Dairyman’s Daughter,” ‘Lit.
Now what-are the facts in rezgrd. to these
sisters? . Ouly as small fraction of them, are, as -tle Jane,” “The Annals of the Poor.” Was there
i Néw Eugland, twenty years
yet, enrolled "in ‘the Woman’s “organization 1as8.8. Library in
We have 505 churches iin New. England. Ac- ago, that 'did not contain * The Annals of the
cording to the late report of the Home Segreta- Poor” Ly Leigh Richmond? And here we
were in the midst of the very scenes, in which,
ry, the Woman’s Society has only 144 auxiliaeighty vears ago, Leigh Richmond was Tabor.
ries and 62 children’s bands among all these
| churches. And éven in these, only a portion | “fag among the —poor-—cottages; “and “Writing
down for the delight and encouragement of
of the sisterhood—in some cases a very small
many
a Christian heart, the beautiful experi~
‘portion—join the auxiliaries. It is but just to
say that there are contributors to the Wom- | ences which came to him while he was “ dis-covering and tracing the operations of divinean’s Treasury in
spme of the churches where
grace as manifested in the dispositions ands
there are no- auxiliary societies. The mem-

bers
of the Womaiys Society,as a rule, so far
as our knowledge ‘extends, contribute on the
card system to the Parent Home and Foreign

lives of God's real children among the lowly.”

A little farther on, we paused at Arreton-:
church-yard where the Dairyman’s Daughter
was buried. We read the inscriptions over the | grave and found her name to be Elizabeth.

Missionary Societies, so their ‘‘ woman’s work
for woman” is so much extra work.
In addiWallbridge,
and. that she died in 1801 at the
tion to this, the leading sisters ‘give their time
age of 31.years, Arreton church is an impods-and labar, and pay all their traveling expenses
ing structure one thousand years old. We
to attend their Society and Board meetings,
amounting in some indiyjdual cases, -to $20, went inside and looked at the inscription inand even $30 a year. To do this, some of ancient English, and at the narrow seats run-ning around four sides of the square pews. |
them have to eat the bread, and wear the- raiment of éarefulness.
So much as to the re- | Of Brading church, Leigh Richmond was rec-tor. This is said to be the oldest in the island,.
a
sources of the Woman’s Board.
wo
Next, what was
‘Woman's Board was
late meeting?
First,
missionaries—Misses

the work to which the.
pledged previous to its
the support of the two
Hattie and Ida Phillips—

that it had sent into our

foreign field; also, the

salary of Miss Mary Bacheler, daughter of Dr.
O. R. Bacheler, who is reported as doing-a full
missionary’s work; then the salaries of about
50 native Christian girls, employed as teachers
in the zenanas and in the schools for low

caste women

and

children.

Indeed,

it was

the multiplied miseries of the women,

in

foreign field, mingled; with their piteous

our

cries

for the bread of life, that brought

our ~Wom-:

an’s Society into

mun’ could

existence.

No

carry into those dark zenana prisons, the light
of the gospel. Only woman’s hand 'could
withdraw the bolts that barred out Christ.
Some of our sisters believed this call to work
for debased, degraded women, was from God,
and they obeyed
the call. They did not organ-ize to take up the general work, either of ‘the
Foreign Missionary Board, or the Home
Mis-

sionary Board, else they

would: have

themselves auxiliaryto those

made

Boards.

While

they proposed to work, as previously, through
those Boards, to aid in carrying forwa¥d

their

grand and noble work, their specific object in
organizing was to Jift up and save the henight~
ed women in our ‘own mission fields. From the
first, they regarded the recently emancipated.
bond-woman degraded and cursed by centuries
of slavery, in about the same condition as those
debased and cursed

by

heathenism.,

As

the

,beseeching cries reached them from their. colored sisters, who ha flocked to our Mission:

its erection being attributed to Wilfred,

op of Winchester,

in 704,

though

no

Bish--

earlier

architecture than the Norfnan is now visible.
The first native converts ‘to Christianity were
here baptized, and skeletons of gizantic size
(supposed to be the remains of ancient Sux
ons) have been discovered in the ce métery.
¢ Little Jane,” the young cottager celebrated
in the ¢¢ Annals-of
the Poor,” lies buried here.
I re-read the ‘‘ Annals of thePoor” with an in-

°
Py

terest which I never felt in it before; for all the
places, the beautiful bits of scenery described,

had become familiar to my own eyes;

and

the

kind of life depicted, and the classifications of society which give a foreign flavorto the narratives, were to me no longer Shadowy idess, . bis

but realities.
One day, our ride took us by Osborne, the
seat of Her Most Gracious Majesty.
It is on

the northern part of the island, near Cowes;
commands

a pr

spect

of the - gheat

naval sta-

tion of Portstouth on thé ‘mainland: has:

i

beautiful sea beach with a private - landings
place, and is sheltered by extensive woods and,
-plantations. The estate compassed by the sea
and the best roads in the Island, extends from
north to south about ‘two aud one-half miles,
and from east to west two miles. Of course,
all that we could do was to traverse those
roads, and enjoy now and then, a glimpse of
the fowers of the Palace, The Prince’s furms

were pointed out, where the late Prince Consort gained some celebrity in agricdltural pursuits, We drove by the alms-houses erected by
the Queen for her poor servants,and paid a visit _

to-Whippingbam church where she frequently

attefily service When she in nt Osborne! This, )
for a change, is a new building aud very beantid. out their lives on the scantiest fare, six or. pers: ul. The Queen
Prince Albert laid the corner

school at Harper's Ferry—poorly clad, eking

haps more, living,cooking, and sleeping in one

room, yet in their thankfulness fot’ the ‘privi-

lege of mental culture so Jong denied ‘them,
patiently bearing their discomfurts in order to
fit themselves for educators of their race—
their hearts were deeply stirred, and they

or thought they saw

God's

saw

band “betkoning

them forward to the work:
They jad no
‘money; yet believed, if it was God's call, that

he would @ px the iv; 80 they had a peverto-be-fogotten season.of earnest prayer.
they sent forth an appeal followed

by

stone

in 1860.

private entrance admits

earnest

the

Queen
to the part appropriated to her use. Ths. |":* ="
is railed: off and contains six or eight chairs
cushions, Bibles, hymn and prayer-books.
All
the appointments are very handsome, Thao
memoridl tablets are placed upon the w Hy

‘one tothe Prince’ Hunsony one to the Prinses

bore ihn

or: vil a Ind

‘Then

worl and the next year, Myrtie Hall received
those' colored sisters under its sheltering roof.

sine mansion
ests, when the
Wing.

; rill was the one Tos that we saw_ in the.
rain, and we could not do it justice. , [ts har-

bor, dockyards, castle, beach, esplanade snd most of ‘its other attractions, we took on trust.

* Farribgford House, ut the western extreme
ity of the island. is the residence of Tennyson.
| 16 was described. 1o us asa plain dwelling, well
port had failed, nobly’ decided not to ‘abandqh
sheltered.
by .trees und’ backed by a loft
her work, but trust God for her daily bread. down, “We did not sew it,
’
?
Miss Brackett, their devoted, efficient teacher,

on being informed that the money for her sup-'

The Woman's Board deemed this, too?’ a‘ call
from God, and assumed her support,
Thus

were they pledged to the work [for the freed
women. that mission; previous 10 thelr late

meeting, when, though they appropriated, not
merely ** $1,660,” but $3,200, yet

it

was

net

enough tv meet the urgent requests from their
wyorke:

for larger

by

For Sr)

The funds raised

these societies for Home

the methods: of

work in India know that at certain sed
ment are the Sinaitic, the'Alexandrian, Then, the Greek plainly shows a use of
sons uf the year. our missionaries legre
the Vatican, the Ephraim and the Cam- words not;found elsewhere in John. Meytheir stations and make” Tong journeys
bridge or .Beza.
They are
marked er marks ten, ‘Godet sixteen instances
through the out-lying districts, scattering
respectively, by Aleph, A, B,C, D. The foreign to the style of the apostle. Alford
the
good seed ds they go, much as did
‘date of the first three is from 300—350 ; asserts that * the whole cast and charac— be kindly tolerated, or better stil!, should
the first apostles, and as the early preach=
not
be
dwelt
=
upon.
Denominational
of the fourth about 375; of the fifth about ter is alien” to him; while’ Tischendorf,
ers of our own denpmination
were
490. The value of the testimony of the who was as much at: home among the peculiarities should be kgpt in’ the backaccustomed
to
do.
The
amount
of
good
Pl
manuscripts, -other things being equal, ancient mantiscripts as Geerge Smith ground,
done in this way is very great.
Seed
The
Baptist
should
carefully
wrap
his
is in proportion to their antiquity. Man- among Assyrian inscriptions, says, ‘ host
sown in soil apparently 'unpromisifig
peculiar
doctrine
of
baptism,
or
commuuseriptD, by reason of its apocryphal certainly this account was not written by
often finds lodgment, and takes root to
additions,
is, says Prof. Stowe, ‘‘the least John.” The name of Tischendorf coutw-|-ion, in a napkin and quietly lay it aside spring up and bear frpit in after years.
The
Congregationalist
reliable of the. five.” Now this is the weighs that of a score of ordinary schol- for a while.
In: this work during the past year, Dr.
only one of the ‘five that. contains the ars, ‘‘The genuineness of this passage,” should leave his doctrines of decrees and
Phillips
has made two important tours,
story in dispute. The four oldest and writes Godet, **is no longer admitted fore-ordination where they will keep safely
one
to
Contai,
and one to Silda. Both
best of the manuscripts that we have, but by a small number of Protestant exe- until he, .wants them again. The Methodist
were full of interest and encouragement,
may
also
for
a
time;
Yeave
behind
him
his
reject the passage. A and C have a few gotes.” Against its claims, in addition
doctrine of igfant sprinkling and his On the first trip the party was quite large
leaves wanting where_it would ‘occur,
to those already
A
peculiar ideas of church government ; but FRG much Work Was “dons, especially
but a careful calculation shows that, with names of Grotius, Wetstoin, org
among the women.
Dr. P.
found a
the other verses, there would be no room | Lucke, Tholuck, Olshausen, DeWette, he may very properly bring in all his
great change for the better sinee his
native
enthusiasm.
In
a
word,they
should
Here is evidence against the Biur, Reuss, Luthardt, Ewald, Heng_ for it.
last visit twelve years ago.
There was:
West- all carefully guard against anything that
passape that certainly outweighs. that stenberg, Lachmann, Tregelles,
a
great
demand
for
books
everywhere.
founded on ‘‘its” beaaty and pathos.” cott. In textual criticism, however, not will at all mar the spirit of a true Chris- At Panchrul they found a friendly babu
Again, the Peshito, a Syriac translation of names, but a clear vision, a judicial mind, tian union, or hinder the progress-of-the|- who has three copies «of the Bible, all
~ the New Testament,of the second centu- a sound and special scholarship carry Fg work. Now when two or more pastors bearing marks of frequent use. In one,
_ ry, does not contain the passage. This is flnence—qualities never better represent- and churches can heartily and earnestly under his name;-was written the words,
testimony of great importange.
The ed than by those who reject this incident engage in an effort having for its object ¢¢ A secret Christian’ igi LE It is ‘probable
as ungenuine. In view of this. evidence the advancement of the causeof Christ that there are many such. Itala is a Latin version of t
it is safe to conclude that John did: not and the conversien of souls, wemay propperiod.
Copies of it~ made fro
At Contai, Bro. Phillips was invited to
tourth to the eleventh centuries, of differ- write the passage. What.follows then ? erly expect most excellent results.
attend a ‘méeting of a small Brahmo
The history of the past illustrates most
ent degrees of accuracy, are still pre- That it is not a true story? not necessarily ;Somay, which seems to be a sect of Ilinwonderfully the possible success of such
served.
Their testimony
seems- to be many of the criti¢s who oppose its gendu Unitarians, and upon invitation spoke
divided. Two of 4the ‘oldest .and most uineness believe in its authenticity.. They efforts. By all means let them be put to those present on ¢‘ The Marks of the
think that true tradition handed it down forth wherever it is ‘practicable.
highly prized copies do not have the pasTrue Religion,” closing his adress with
3rd. A few words in regard to revivaluntil
some unknown copyist inserted it
Hed
it
beeiiin
the
“Sage; the others do.
a prayer for the divine blessing upon
‘original 1tala of course all would have it. where it pow stands. For this beliefthey: ists. Its quite common for individual these worshipers of the Father.
churches, or for’ churches epgaged in a - In the Silda journey similar experiences
If it were interpolated at a tater period. rely on its appearance ia the manuscripts,
some would have it and some would not. and especially on dts character, its..ten- union effort, to call in one or more of were met with. Respectful - attention to
The oldest Greek manuscripts and the derness, its dignity, its ‘eminently Chris- this class of Christian laborers fo lead in, the word spoken, eagerness to hear and
Other critics reject the or Kelp on the work. Itis frequently to ask more fully concerning the way,and
oldest versions agree, therefore, in reject- tian spirit.
churches thus
ing the story. It is true, however,that as authenticity with the genuineness, apd quite wise for several
a strony desire to buy hooks, characterizunited
to
invite
some
prominent
revivalof that |
many as three hundred manuseripts, dat- regard the incident Boral:
ed all the assemblies addressed. Much
tentury.
: {ist to take general direction of the work. valuable assistance was given .in these
ing feom- the ‘sixth (note. the date) to apocryphal age, the second
This, then, is the conclusion ‘the nar- The-Association workers are frequently towns by students from the Bible School,
the ninth centuries, contain thé passage.
help in
individual
- The Vulgate, a Latin translation of the rative was not written by John, hence it a very excellent
who did good service in private conversadoes not belong in the gospel of John; churches or evel in union efforts. In tion-and in selling books.
fifth century,
also
records
it. The
explanation of this fact is not difficult; -and, if not in his gospel, not in the New securing such helpers, “however, great | On the whole’ the outlook is very cheerfor when once the story was inserted in Testament at all, unless as a supplement, wisdom is needed. A pastor, or several ing: The people are thinking -as never
‘a manuscript it would of course be re- béaring this inscription: Certainly not pastors, should be very careful to secure before. The old torpor is broken: up,
a man or men whom they may safely repeated in the copies that scribes were genuine ; doubtfully asthentie:
«and tides of life begin to move in almost.
_commend to the people, andin whose avery comrhunity.
constantly making. On the other hand,
wisdom they have reason to piace enconin additionto the absence of the story
*Mr.- Burkholder “as oor “ocupled
fidence.
ti
REVIVAL
AL WORK. from the oldest books, it is wanted in
much
of the time in Building a house for.
oN
A strong set of lungs and-the possession
fifty others, of later date, and is marked,
BY: REV, x Ke CHABE:
himself, but has been able to go out a
of a Bible with limp covers, are by no
as of doubtful origin in forty-five more.
little. Mrs. Burkholder has made several
A FRW-PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS,
[iheans the only acquirements that are to"
Thus we see how many times, in those
|
The time is near athand when it is “be sought for. Many a pastor has had it to tours of inspection -among the Santal
early ages, its claim to a place in the
scheols,in which she has been accompaNew Testament was directly challenged. . customary among our churches to hold regret that an injudicious revivalist ‘who nied by native helpers. In all directions
special
services
“in
the
way
of
revival
has passed a few weeks among his
The next evidence against the passage
they found - a. spirit’ of inquiry abroad
is that it is uot.referredto by any. of the work. The week of prayer seems-to be people has done an injury which it will
among
the pebple, a readiness to hear’
“earliest Christian apologists or expositors. a fitting commencement of such services. require & very long time to unde. ~ -v
and a desire to buy books. The way is
The
series
of
meetings
will
doubtless
be
Ambrose, Jerome aid Augustine, of the
There at enough excellent men who
opening before the workers more readily
last quarter of the fourth and of the first prolonged in many churches;and we trust engige in this work heartily, as weli as than
ever before. Brighter days are
quarter of the fifth century, are the first abundant spiritual blessings will be re- sensibly, who can be: secured with great
dawning. Without doubt the people are:
ceived.
who speak
of it. ‘Ithas been said that,
advantage to all concerned. We repeat
In view of this special work, pastors then, that great wisdom should be exercis- beginning to realize that there ig a better
were the New Testament lost, it could be
way than thatin which they: have been
restored from the pages of the: fathers, and people are doubtless anxiously con- ed by thosewho would call in the aid of
so freely do they quote from it; yet from

[and Pennsylvanigichurches are auxiliary to
the Central Association, most of those in Ohio

. eyLy
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ne

means

to.

carry

forward

One morning ofir fortnight

to huve vanished.

was

discovered

~The railway from Ventnor

to Ryde took ux through places thas had come:
A anal] tub. of a baat
to seem like home,
sneceeded tn gerting u« sire Iya ‘ross the tar-

bulent little Sol-nt sea, and nto the harber of.
Vietory.. on
The man-of-war
Portsmouth,
which Nelvon was kibed, is alw
x_ pointed.
out here, und tourists usually

visit'it.* A

few’

Bure mre, and we Wer gain |in Wilshire,
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or
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combines the two.

3. Bepartment.
2
2)

The ward *: enthusiasm ” is rather

dif-

is pardonable, because without an interest
ficult to define, aud the particular form of |
in them there can be . little enthusiasm.
it referred to in the Caption of this article
But
this must be put in the second place.
“eludes analysis. But what we all underFor,
human nature being as it is, pupils
stand by the phrase is a blessed reality.
“"Recalling my own experience as a ‘pupil, are sometimes unjnteresting. The more
the- more do we
from the primary. school to the: foreign STL
need
all
the
enthusiasm
we can have in
university, I can traly say that all the

Sw

qualification for Teaching.
in" their

calling to

began his

It an-

what we call

—
.
The strength of a chain is as its weakas

all

the

ries, reached a perfect {ype

.

>

tna

But what gave them this qualification? | thusiasm Dpories oy

Why could the persons I have in mind
. make me interested in my studies, so that
‘even when away from them I felt as if they
were urging me to new efforts at doing
my best iin the lesson they had assigned
me? If it was a native gift, then there is
iittle need of writing about it. A. sicbtch
of such success would; in that case, only
‘discourage the. more those who already
- feel their lack . in this respect. Now all
* excellence in any art implies some natural
endowments adapted to the particular art.
He is np teacher who does fot recognize
Ais calling as an art second to none in its

strands combined. The Bible is'a cable
Of sixty-six stout strands. Bible signifies

hy

then fe p is il's

Interest becomes 4 steady impulse,
Sym.
pathy, affection,
and the nobler qualities
of our natures, come ‘into play on both
sides. I write con amore for such teachers

Thave had, and such feelings I have known.
It will be readily seen that as such interest

-awakens sympathy;so the sympathy guides
the teacher in his preparation. He presently finds himself studying, not only to
know his subject: well, but that the pupils
may know it well. Into his heurs of
study they come as a real presence, He
asks, How

will this strike such a boy

or

weak are most exposed to abrasion,

least essential to the cable.

and

0°68,

bul can never rise above

This composition of the divine

If it was a Dupes5 Boel pen

the Saimallyminded Pharisee, and Thi
s is

|

my blood shed for you for
the | remission ©
{of

sins” to those who boast: “the

y have. .
bloodless religion, and consequen
tly”an

_ Occasionally we hear of persons whose

so that if the facts were not well attested,

Sime

Chris

and hu-

Bs ikea

would weaken the whole.

Asit is really

constructed, the weakest book adds some
strength to the cumulative force of all;
concurrence of thought,

statement,

prin.

brush.

God has not been careful to

en-

sure every point against criticistn, nor
‘foreclose against

all

doubts.

There

is

room in the study-of both nature and rev-

to exercise care, and
ciple and spirit from many witnesses es- elation to stumble,
cultivate honest intent. But the ribs of
tablishes all.
“In: union. there
is
.| nature are not broken with mallets, nor
strength.”
:
:

The case of

Ben-

hath’ not only to be emitted

but

also

“ quick and powerful” and

endure “for-

ever.” . When it is shown that. the golden

rule is false;

hurtful;

thatthe

spirit of love

that righteousness is

that salvation is perdition;

is

a

curse;

that

Christ

was a selfish tyrant and knave,—then and
not till:then need ‘we fear that the ‘Bible

all the enthusiasm of which he is capable.

could do it truly,

struct

and save.

so

as

God

crazed as to attempt to dig down

Gibral-

ter with a penknife, but the old rock will

hold ‘its * footing. ~ Bat Gibralter
yield to penknives before Skepiies
overturn the Bible.

will
will

ee.

re-

to

inspire,

in-

has

chosen

the

~ two of the helps to enthusiastic teaching, | It may be a wrong judgment on my part, | best he could find, and they have spok’|
I put that first ‘which many would put. but I often think that oné who fails to en. To incorporate truth with practical

ry is. something wonderful. He can.
repetit “one of the Hebrew dictionaries

Juen cool your zeal nor lesseti your
ardor

“ till the work be done ;"* then you
‘go spread your trophies at

may

Jesus’ Feet, i"

and crown him. Lord of all.

i

REV. GW. ‘WYATT.
Rev. G. W. Wyatt died, Sept.
' home néar Birmingham, Ky.
bora in Calloway €%., Ky.,

:

:
30, at his :
He was
March 4,

1833. At the time of his birth, his father
belonged (according to the laws of K: y) to
- Jute, and his mothert6 My. Wort

from begihiling to end,

time, and the estate was divided and he
was sold to a Mr. Tompson. He lived

with him

and can do the

a few Sp

standing hea
classmates.”

and

in both
suouldere

until he was grown,

then

was

sold to Mr. McElroth. He served him uatil
he was made free
roclamation
President Lincoln. by y the proc
of

same With any book after. reading’ it two
or three times. He isa polished speaker
and his congregation regard- him as a
prodigy—and well they may.: Mr. Stanton graduated from Union Collegein 1867,
and from Princeton Theological Seminary

He made a profession of religion when
he was 33 years old, and commenced

preaching the year after.

‘He soon raised

up a body of people that were
instances,
“ized intow church by Wm. Rolin,
alove . his | eral
Bapfis

organa Gen-

t minister, who also ordainéd

Bro. Wyatt. This was the only colored
,church in the bounds of the Cumberland
' Association, and they refused to receive
them into the association. In 1870 he
came to our qQ. M., held at Villaridge,

‘Stowe, in her * Sunny Memories of
Foreign Lands," after describing an inter-,
view with him, says, he is * ope of those

Land the same

year his church united with
men to whom it seems impossible to fortheQ. M. He had nvw found a ‘congen- :
get anythi
once read; and he has read
all sorts of things in all languages. A ial home and he went to work “with a
will. He was one of our most efficient
gentleman told me‘that his knowledge of |

BY EGBERT

S—

IL. BANGS,

:

Ivnce hearda father say to his son,
a bright boy, seventeen years old, ** My

Milton is so accurate,

that if his ‘poems

The Nov. No. of the Heathen

the

Woman's

states that after hearing a

recital

of the

mission

of

great importance.

He

will be greatly missed.

Friend, contains the testimony of a Bap.
tist lady missionary at: Swatow, Chiba, to
the wonderfal memory of one of her
teachers, A-Kue by name.
She

J. 8. MANNING,
&
eh

ai

WHAT ALL CHRISTIANS BELIEVE.
{|

‘That there is an unchangeable God and

entire Book ot Esther, she repeated ‘the | that he is a rewarder of all that diliwhole without a mistake and with very gently: seek him; that he is more willing
little prolmping.
ate

a

x
“hy
‘NOTHING TO .

to give the Holy. Spirit to them that ask
him than earthly parents are to give good

(

gifts to their children, and that

»

his. will

oe

ingness and promises are the same; that
there can be no failure on the part of God
to fulfill every promise to saints and sipners. Believing this, may the Lord help

throw some feeling into Bible teaching effect-ithad to be connecte
d with prac- boy, how much I enjoy your company.
7d
BY REY..J. Tw. BURGIN.
* give the first place. - He also can teach: has something wrong. with his heart, rathe’| tical life, in great variety, and wrbiight ItWwonld be just funto take a journey
enthusiastically who derives his interest, er than with his head. A Greek preposi- out through men of aftairs. These books with you now; you would make a down“That is a happy condition to the irrefeeling (passion it becomes at times), tion that suggests some clearer view of give the best results of truth wrought
sponsible
idiot and self-excused idler; a
=
in- right charming companion.”
us to take God st his word, and practice
primarily from the subject he is endeavor- ‘the great facts of redemption has set my ‘to personal life, for more than twenty
That boy was like many other boys in triumphant one to him who has fought
ing to teach, It is a simple rule,” as. old pulse to beating more strongly many.a centuries. The inspired men are mount- this dear land of ours. ‘Hg was full of and finished his course; but it does not What we believe. Then ¢ will God's cause
—a8 Horare in iterate and hrs ‘man times “Wiiy should ft not? He not only | ‘aih peaks on the broad plane of history, kinks and crotchets, but a was good at Tapply-at sit ty the Freewttt “Baptists; be built up.
himself in fact, that to interest or move {loved us, but he was pleased ‘to make’ bathed ini the light of heaven. ‘Sothe are heart. He had a strong will, and some- whose nerve has grown strong and eats |
VARIETIES, - others one must himself be moved. The. known |his:love. in these words, with all higher and brighter than others, but each times, while he was between eight and" during their hundred years of service and
Nothing to do because the
- ‘application is easy : Whatever preparation their marvelous combination of precision combines the divine sid .the human and fifteen years old, it seemed almost im- experience.
BY REV. A.. Ds
D. SANDBORN.
- we make for teaching, we are not prepar- and suggestiveness. ., Why, then, should constructs an image, a system, a religion, possible for him to do just what he was freedom of the will has come to ‘be ac- © Piety, CULTURE
,
KNOWLEDGE. Very
told to do.
He loved to hold an argu- 3 knowledged by the Christian world, and -without knowledge
Led to teach until the-trnths, facts, prinei-|. I, because it is a grammatical form he 4 revelation of trath in. practical use
oi
culture isa thouby.
|
ples, we would convey to others, hive used for that purpose, forget the Tove in man, living truth,’ truth in life, richly ‘ment, generally taking the contrary side, “others have corrupted the doctrine by | sand times better than
knowledge and
“There is a time in the life of almost every ‘running it into liberalism ?
‘impressed themselves upon us. They the grammatical form ? I have no more helpful. Hence these Bibles
culture without piety, but it takes the
are as wonOur fathers did not consent
last, and that second to which most would

af

RS

Mo-

senting them ean rightly affect our pupils. Bible must learn to love Christ the more
But we can come closer to the secret than from minute study of the Word ; then the
this. Our preparation should be thorough love of Christ will make his study the
Fim its’ intensity,
rather than™ its extent. mote careful,-- The interest in the pupils
"That is, we should seek fo know the few will rarely be wanting when such an ifithings of most importance so well that terest is felt in the Master and in his
‘they seem to us of the most importance, word; and the pupils, while they may

rience, shading divine truth by samples

.+

grees and proportions,

otherwise we

can

not

make- others

feel

« that *importance. - Here.
Hel many

teachers
1
They ¢ cram ” them-

pot feel so

will, at

much as the

least,

know.

what

teacher

does,

is meant by

of humanity at, its best estate. God and
man permeate all they wrote. Had the
books been wholly human, or purely divine they would not meet our wants. Interweaving the perfect with the human
through diverse

boy hen be is y

real Jrisanes.

He

rine of EE

to the. dod.
election. and their

persons,

in

diverse

fits them

grades of life, because enriched

de-

to all

by wide

of our fathers" freewill—thus Jar and no
to understand his. farther. , This is the freewill of the Bible,
father.
A change comes over him, and conseqiiently of the Freewill Baptists.
Nothing to do because the vigorous
very often it'is so graduat-that you notice
it just as you notice the faint, purple hue chains of restricted communion are loosing
stealing, over your green grapes. The their restraints, and all Christians are
boy, like the grapes, is getting off the gathering around ove table—the table of
But, thank heaven, there comes a time

when the boy begins

green, and with the green, he leaves off
some of his sour,

puckery qualities, -and,

the Lord? This reason has force] for in
two Baptist churches in towns joining

thisgmembers: have been received who
make
this explanation,
1 am an open
i
CR
Se hd
Les sefves, 4nd hence they cram their pupils
communionist and when oppertunity pre-vinstead of teaching them.” Of course, the
- THE SERVICE OF SONG:
‘ent books, written by such a variely of
to develop a spirit of regard for his moth- sents’ itself I shall commune with other
“bettef the teacher the more widely will
Mr. Moody has this te-say- bout. BEp- men, proves that one grand inspiration’ ef.that
crops out in a’ thousand nameless || churches.” The reply has been, ‘‘ Come.
he know his-subject; and the thorough- moting singing in the Sunday-school :,
moved them all. Godward, ‘in eternal
little
attentions
that are as dear to her as along.” Qurfathers spread the table to
ness I have spoken of is not inconsistent
Urge Sunday-school men overall this principles, the spirit of piety, “the essen- | were similar attertions from the dear all saying, “Here are the emblems of that
with very extensive knowledge. But he nation to have the children carry heme. tials of religion,
, they positively agree. boy's father, twenty
years ago. And broken body and spilled blood of the Son
.only is prepared to teach who out’ of his their song-books, and sing at home. The like can
not be found in any other what says the father to
hitpself .as he of God, "without which no man‘ can be
(possibly very wide) knowledge kiows’ Churches and’ Sunday-schools’ lock up all line of teachers
reaching
through many sees this change iin manner-and disposi- saved. 2 Their sons, will ,ever maintain
hymn-books six days out of seven,
how to select, and to select wisely, - those their
same. until - every nation, kindped,
‘centuries. Manward, in application of tion coming
and
t
h
é
result
is,
very
little
is
being
done
so gracofilly. and, pleasantly
points which he will allow to impress for home. Our singing would be so much principles, they
tribe 35 sous sini} sit down under’ the
often differ.
That is .hu- over the boy?
He says: “The boy does|
him as he makes special preparation for better Sundays, if the children sang and man.
The agreement on the Godward pay after all; heis a good investment, blood-st ned banner and make the same
his ¢lass. I know some very learned men played the hymns and tunes at home, I side,
and the diversities on the manward
worth all he has cost and more t00.” The confession while they unite in bléssing—
who are poor teachers ; afd I have noticed think that was the reason why we had side,
A
are just what should be expected boy has now learned to knew bs father « For Fests’ ie
such
splendid
singing
in
i
Baltimore.
Bands
'|
that, as a rule, when they talk, they are
argue as though they
and hand-organs were laying the tunes, from the combination of agencies in writ- and to some extent to see him as “he is; | Men talk an
so carefulto be both . full and exaet as to and boys were whistling them on the ing
thought the great bounds of the Freewill
them afd both facts add: to the logi-. and appreciate his motives.
N
weary their auditors, And they rarely | stireet, and you, could hear the songs {'
Baptist
faith to be freewill and free comcal force of their authority.”
1 wonder if something like this ‘does
have
this
+ make

SR
:

a mistake.

enthusiasm’

*¢ enthusiasm in teaching.”

about the. main

| on nearly every
_|'through.
But the si

street.

like the ripening grapes, there is a flavor
selections from the field of humanity.
in his conversation and manpers
that
The agreement of so many’ independ- |
grows pleasanter every day. He begins

you

ed by reason’ and conscience, but oe that prpsent physical—and

therefore

visible—realitics

will

have

more weight with us than fature spiritual

The next effort | 2820 all over the country, in the churches.

or

and invisible ones.

A¥TER THE ORDER OF MevcfitsepEc.
The Aaronic priests were installed into
office

by conventional

ceremonies

und

through such ceremonies they received
their authority to act as priests. Melchigedec, on the other hand, seems
to
have fallen, as it were, into the position

he occupied by virtue of what he was,
and through the spontaneous and silent- |
ly expressed suffrage of ‘those around
him. In this, Melchisedec was a type,
not only of Christ, but of every being in [
his relations in the divine government.
~ Favse Poremics. Some men rely on the
power of classification, and some on that =
of terms, to build up or overthrow what |
they wish to defend or- oppose. But stich
| should remember that crimes that

.cy, blushing, refuses ‘to

name

decen-.

are

just

as vile when called ‘* R¥fined pleasures”,
and theories that sap

faith and virtue

the

are just

foundation

of

as dangerous

‘passed.
powoet. oo
YL
maunion and these were the. all important
tting
flag | The"CF
classed with the *¢ Deductions of
sweep of ‘centuries
enriches the not
often take place in the Christian's ex- | pintors
of their faith + But *thanks be to'| when
Advanced
Reason”. On the other hand an

,

book. The men inspired were representa- perience. Wayward, capricious, fickle God which giveth us ‘the ‘vibtors¥§ throu gh
tive. They were inspired both by God and as spoiled children, unreasonable and
intelligent faith is an intelligent faith
qmust be to carry into the class the inter- is hardly a church in them that sings
the life of ages. ' The thought and experi- | quick to find. fault, ready to murmur at our Lord Jesus Christ,” the great article still, though classed with ¢ German
E at that our own study has aroused: in well—all the sin ere ene
are
up to the
in their commission is ** The Divimity of Rationalism,” sid" “velfhnce, mpon- God's
them are un- ence of nations create an .atmosphere, ‘the thousand things that aré ont of kilter
~effeet, to reproduce there something of organ loft, an
Christ
and the efficiency and Sueleney promises remaifs untarnished by t
certain
receptive souls absorb its temper —even Christians go on year after year,
ithe process by which the truths, got. hold. converted. ‘Now for Uithe objection that
will be raised, that the children will take and synthesize.its elements. The proph- in ways that myst dreadfully try the pa- of the atonement. 14d
odious epithet ** Bibliolatry."
‘
-of us in our preparation. Here rigid roles the books home and forget to bring them
Just so jong as there exists a sect or
"THE
Music
oF
Grade.
Two
persong
-ofeteaching are fatal. Phey kill the feeling back. The way to meet that is, to let all ets focalized the religious convictions tience of their heavenly Father.
clan who would draw out the ‘Divinity
wiH listen to the same strain of music,
«of delight with which we sometimes grap- the children buy their books. They are and hungerings of ages and the Spirit fell
But by and by there comes a “change from the veins of Christ with the leeches
of |
upon
them
on
that
account. A prophet
{ple an*old truth as if we had found it out not so poor but they can do that. Or let
with, them . also. Somehow they grow self-righteousness, or who will deny the }and one will hear only a confused mingschool pay for one-half, and let the is the fruitage of subtle historic impulses,
ling of sounds, while the other hears a
dor the first time in our. colloquy with the the
scholar pay for the other half. Then the the product of a long growth. During milder, more trusting, pore ready to necessity of the atonement, so long the
soul-inspiring harmony. The latter has
‘bright boy we are leading up to it. They. scholar will own his book, and will take
live one day at a time, and take what Freewill Baptists have a mission
unful:'
musi¢ in his soul; the former has none.
«repress the emphasis we would Baturally good cary of it. Let thé superintendent centuries, tlireads of truth were being God sends them. They are like the boy filled. On the doctrines ‘of freewill
and
urge the scholars to bring their books drawn from entangled falseness, by prov- who has learned to know his ‘father. free
(put on words and ideas alike.
communion, Divinity of Christ, the So to him whose soul is attuned to the
with
them.
Let
the
school
keep
afew
idential
guidance
and
ordained
evolu«On each side there is a danger ; on the for. visitors, and those who forget to bring |
sic of grace; and is in harmony with
They have learned to know their heay- atonement, and others, our fathers founded
God, all nature and being discourse of
one hand there is the danger of over-load- their books. In this way, inside of six tion, and prophets picked them up and enly Father. Should any one, disheart- the Freewill Baptist denominat
ion ; their
afd ‘made a ca- ened and discouraged with his own
ing our own minds, and thus killing the months we will have better singing by wove them into strands
Ir
sons do not propose to spread themselves the deep things of God.
ble.
They
are
incarnators
,
embodifiers
interest in adwahce; and, di’the other, far than we have ever had in this
shortcomings, ever féel like saying, “ It out so thin as to go to the Methodists
SELF-MADE MARTYRS. To addi"
for
there is the. special danger of .enthusiastic country... There is no trouble in- getting | of the spirit of history, religionwise, as if is of no nse to try to be good,” look for a | their Arminiani
sm, to the Congregation. the occasion of every wrong, real or im- .
the people-to get a book if we, speak to they were men living through all the
and’ gifted men,—that ‘of, trusting too them about it. We are trying this plan
moment; at the boy, who has: learned to lists for their discipline, to the Baptists aginary, and no matter how slight; to v
much to the hour of utterance, to. the. ['imour Chicago school, , and it Works, It centuries, assimilating and rendering know you, and you will have a faint idea | for
baptism - and to the « Unitarians be crushed, is the most hateful form of
personal. the volume of experience that of the way God looks upon you.
nan Wy
_ neglect of careful special preparation. cary PYY halpit
‘The.|for their liberalism. ‘We have ‘all these that most hateful of all things--a dompercolated the generations. ./The books best of all is this; even crooked ChrisThe one blunder makes a dry teacher, the'|
at home in their unadulterated gospel ineering spirit; and to allow ourselves x
they wrote, therefore, contain more “of tians, disagreeable in the
~ -other,, a verbose one, who fails to hold his |
church, %nd al- | ‘purity, and hive no need to borrow. sink, unnecessarily, under they :bs
“own as his pupils learn to know him. The | " The first andenominational Sling: ‘human elenients combined with divine ways od the contrary side, do.in the long Here on the solid rock, Christ
another is to do a greater wrong to the
Jesus, we
‘trae method is: ‘to become interested school Conference ever ‘held. in South truth, than could possibly be produced run, come to understand their heavenly propose to stand under the gos pbl
wrong-doer
than he has done to us. Even
deeply ini the main points of yoar subject, Africa met at Stellenbosch, about. thirty ig a century, and are on that dccount, Father, and it is no small® comfort for inviting all to * come with ‘us’ banner, {theattitude of non-resistance, if flaunted .
WO
and make room in your plan of in- miles from Cape Town, June 28-29. The’ more valuable, truer, more helpful, 4 that any, Christian to believe’ that some day
| w 1 do them good,” while - we point’ to | in the face of the world, ' becomes the
books
wrought
out
il
a
shorter
tig
proceedings
were
carried
on
in
bofh
his heavenly Father ‘may rejoice over Christ's redeeiniing blood
re struction for that interest to, express
and suy,*Beliold | miost violent retaliation.
> 4+-¢
it- Dutch and English. Ata tea-nfeeting in The volume grows in wealth as well’, 8 him, even ag 36 hime rejoices over the: the wayta God.” |
nw itself, or," better said, to impress
re
It
ever
is
the
marked propensity of
i«Self upon the pupils. Some fail from the evening. a committee was ‘appointed Jength and breadth as , the. ages swee) boy whe™has come to understand and apLet
no
Freewill
Baptist
|
ibink
for
&
mo| restless and aspiring’ minds to look into
-Hegledting one side, some from ‘neglect- for the rose of forming a Sunday. along..
preciate and love his ealhly father,
; | ment he has nothing more to do, but the stretch of da
~
Thus
the
cable
grew
ill
4
+
the
fulness
futurity.~~Joanna
dohool
Un
nign:
ling the gir the successful teacher
Lin, Mich.
EE
rather yt |is his to preach, the atonement to. Baillie. in
vi
in]
~But

“this” is

not. all.

In some of the cities it is terrible. There

2}

ORS
i
ti
BAAR
I
mir
me

derfully human as they’ are divine.

three to make a perfect character.
If they are adapted to neglecting the proposition when the | seq job, Davia; Isaiah, Daniel, all the | Dinks be knows it a fe
SBE Uren | ons will not sbike Lands with that lib-{
THE WEAKNESS OF OUR Farts. Our
study
of
it
unfolds
the
love.
He
Who
|
«poly
men
of
God,
moved ‘by the Holy sonableness in most of the plans that. his
move, then we must feel theif" power’ ‘in’
faith
is seldom, if ever, 80 strong, unless
eralism which would destroy the strength
.
)
our own hearts before any method of pre- would be an enthusiastic teacher of the |’ Ghost,” spake out of theirr personal expe- father Jays'to benefit him.
it be strengthen

others in them.

A

Fo RPE

So

oo HN. PLOMR..

.mast interest us before we can interest |- warrant for doing. that than I have for

i

:

da

’

®

and able miristers and one of the best of
men. A clear head, a pure heart and an
is a fable, and infidelity better than faith. were blotted out of existence, they might earnest, kind,
loving spirit, made him an _
“ The book of books” is rooted in God ‘be restored simply from his memory.
acceptable minister and gave him access:
This
same
accurate
knowledge extends
and humanity, and both must be swept
to all hearts. With an unspotted chatacter, +:
away before it will cease to live, enlight- | to the Latin and Greek : classics, and to
a clear head and a genial, earnest spirit
en, comfort and save. Men may be so much of the literature of modern, Euand deep piety, he made his presence in
rope. n

“of the master, and be transfused from | intellectual interest:in the truth, intenser flected. Men suited to
reflect it have GETTING AUQUAINTED WITH ONES.
thence into the manner of teaching. The | than the sympathy with the pupils, the | peep rare. Only a few: in the centuries
\ FATHER.
teacher has him as an object to call forth
begin-

-

cyclopedia. ~ He is a superior linguist
and | He took the name of his mother's roaster,
This mother died when he was quite
has the Latin, Greek and Hebrew lunon
guages at his fingers’ ends. His mennio- young, and his owner died about the same

pig- | Macaulay, ‘he Historisn, is famous thr a
most uncommon memory. Mrs. H. BY

is the cable bf truth destroyed by

mies. Defects in ope-strand do not ‘Weaken the ehords that are true and stout,

4

voke it{nd not man, Neither let designing Ais

Horace E. Stanton, grandson of the late |

Elder 8. Coffin, and son of Prof.

ir

unregenerating and evangelic
al religion,
God gave the commission,
let him: re-

power of memory is simply prodigious,
they would seem incredible.

from

all. of
Christit wi
InsIeY, gloritied.
.:
the | Skeptics are slow to see that they must
strengthof the chain. Faith in the Bible ‘demolish the stron g books before the Biwould dépend on its weakest point. ble is shaken. They charge ‘upon the
Proof that a part Tacks inspiration would abatis and fancy they have carried the
destroy the whole. Weakness in a part fort when they have only disturbed the

young man? How can ]l make him see | The strands are
Sve as well as
this as I see it? And his own studies are many, and this gives
them strength and
' -manding more than most others the soul quickened by it. Yes,the memory of such value. Religion is the sum-of two chief
of a true artist to keep it steady in its pupils will encourage him to go on, will’ factors, and these books aim to reveal
. devotion to a high ideal.
Here tempera- keep up his enthusiasm, when some ‘lazy them both. One factor is divine, the othment," gift of speech, and many other’ or inattentive or captious youth tries his er human.
Neither can be understood
natural gifts, are essential prerequisites. patience and his skill.
without the other: Religion combines
These hints apply. to all topics of in: both. Atrue idea of religion
But to an artist, here as elsewhere, somedepends
thing more is required ; namely,
the train- struction, to scriptural instruction most ‘upon a personal, practical, correct union
ing" which makes these . gifts of nature of all. For in that case the subjectis one of both. A religion for man must inefficient for the end in view. As most that of all cthers can most interest, im- clude man as_well as God, and hence
people are capable of enthusiasm, it seems press, move us, as We prepare. More:|" must be reveled through humanity. No.
not unlikely that any teacher who has over,in teaching these Suings Hers is one man fully represents humanity. 1
not altogether mistaken his calling might.
True religion is many sided, and rich’ in
have more or less of it in his ‘mode ‘of | interplay of interest inn the subject and in elements. It is one as the’ light, but
teaching, und that there may be ways of | and from the pupils’ to which reference abounds’ in primary colors.
Many fit
=
increasing it... These ways can not, of has been made. Noone has a right to men, moved by the Spirit,
can reveal
course, be purely mechanical ones; they ‘become a Bible teacher unless he has a more of God in union with humanity,
are,of necessity, far removed from formal personal interest in the personal Truth
dnd hence a better and fuller view of re-routine, and from patent ‘¢ methods ” of whom the Bible feveals. . Believing in ligion than any one man can do.
Truth
teaching.
They must belong to the soul Christ, and teaching "of. him, above the

Hence in naming

|

above and from the mysteries of our sin- |

|; one link broken would ruin
The weakest link would measure

demand for:skill and patience, and de-

mistake ‘many teachers make is in

|

Salvation.

truths

FEATS OF MEMORY.

BY MRS, M. oH H. HILLS,

I'Wenty-seven books set him forth. In
him, humanity, evolved during the centu-

“magnetism ™ in the pulpit or on the, Fhe tho-will constantly reapt-to-the- dn tg, Go ny strong and others feeble. The |
crease of both. Then the teacher’s en-

platform.

ing at the wrong end.

WONDERFUL

mission and

tion, Light, Life; Christianity,

BY ‘REV. GEO. H.. BALL, D. Bb

est link, but thaf of a cable,

of

stricken race, were incarnated.
The Ho- jamin Stanton, a former Principal of New
book. Our Bible is more than g book, it
ly Spirit used the best resources available Hampton Institution, is one of this class.
is *“the book of books,” sicty-six books
to set His sxcellencies before the world. Some time since, the following Sppeared
interlocked. Each one challenges speciin the Albany Journal:
teaching them. To seek it from them first
He is the stoutest strand our, cable has.
fic faith on its own merits;
stands or
“Otte of the most’ remérkable young
of all, is to make bricks without straw.
¥ all others were broken this one would
men in this vicinity, is ‘Rev. Horace E.’
But having obtained our own infpulse falls on its own evidences of being inspired ; contributes its own quota to the|. old. Christ himself is an unanswerable Stanton of Batchelerville, eldest son of the
from the subject, just to the extent that
cable of which it is part! "If one ‘strand argument for the truth of the books. He. late Prof. Benjamin Stanton of Schenectawe awaken an, interest in them, will we
|"
;
in
|
fails, leaves the others intact; the ca- -vindicates himself and all the prophets dy. In matters of philosophy, theology, :
find their response affecting our Sve skill. ble is itweakened
but not broken. Some. i 2posies. ~The world Ray Tuigrow and law, he is little short of a walking

men and the two women whom I-know
to have given me the best stimulusas
well as the best instruction had this
, ‘quality in their teaching; or, better’ said,

_ this

2

for a union

more wonderful still,

perfected righteousness. <n his own
person he was Religion, Truth, Revela-

A CHAIN OR A OABLE ?

A common and pardonable mistake- is:
to seek it in the pupils themselves. This

' BY PROF. M. B. RIDDLE, D. D., IN 8. 8. TIMES.

bad come,”

God and humanity,

and Immanuel

the truth taught.

IN TEACHING.

3 of the time

Gomfunicafions.

however, are due to the attempt to find
the main interest in something else than

=

, ENTHUSIASM

Most of the failures, i

5

vot

~.

’

:

THE MOENING STAR, DECEMBER.8, 1880.
.

Lest too intense a heat—
Raised to consume the base alloy—
‘The precious metals, too, destroy.
'T'is sweet to think how well He knows

The silver’s power to bear

The ordeal through which it. goes;
Aud that, with skill and care,
He'll take it from the fire when fit;

With his own hand to polish it.

Tis blessed to know that He
The work he has begun
‘Will not forsake, till he can see

The work itself well done;

The perfect likeness of his own!

‘was the ‘“ man

Ew

known.

Great Refiner!

sit thou by,

Moved by thy hand, beneath thine eye

. And melted at. thy will,
:

—Selected.

oO
Troy

that

golden

setting

of. life's

sun,

which
. attends an old man’s usefulness,

when prolonged to the very grave. God
"denies my prayer. Iam thrust aside at
the age of forty-two. 1 seem to’ myself
like
a candie blown out by .a puff of

. wind.”

Such was the lamentation, to a

friend, of one

who

was

arrested

in

his

life's work by incurable disease in middle
life, He was one’of many
pline takes this mysterious

e disciform. Are

_there any reasons for it, which can light

up the darkness of the trial?
1.

:

We can see that, in the lives of us

_al , pbysical
laws areat work which predestine life's decline and end, and which
can

not,

in

God's

wise

planning

of

a

** Every

man’s destiny, be disrerarded.

man’s life is a plan of God,” But as
+. such it hangs upon other plans which

have gone before it. It includes inherited tendencies; and drifts of disease which
foredoom
the body,to its dissolution at
its appointed time. We live in grand
_lines of inheritance. These run too far
back, and involve the action of too many
progenitors, known wud unknown, for us
now to trace them to their origin, and’

0

,.- see their

ultimate

causes

and

reasons.’

The breaking up of a man’s physical constitution may be the execution of a de__cree which started on its fatal way to the

sufferer a thousand years ago.

It might

be the extreme of caprice in God ty aryest thut décree now.
Itis fixed in one

* of the great grooves of the universe, * and
tan not be dislodged, perhaps, without
giving a shook to the whole.
It must
run its course, and do its work as
gravi-

tation does.

‘Unknown reasons for it, io-

volving a thousand other lines yt destiny, may have been accumulatiig
along’
its march from the beginning.
That it
bad a beginning necessitates just the end
it works out, and no other.

Fo

I'S

Shes: of it, one of the mysteries of which
all that we can say is, ‘It is law; it Is
‘law.” The past baving been what it
was, the present must be what it is.

In

finite wisdom can plan no otherwise. As
well seek to have'the courses of:-the plan“ets reversed by suspending
the law of
gravitation, to save a child falling from
the house-top. And there we must leave
it. ‘It plants itself deep, out of sight, in

the unchungeaBleness of God.

Tue

infi-

nite and ¢ternal-reason for it may be simply that God'is God. A life may be cut
short, without a solitary reason for is,
which starts with the sufferer himself.
" The reasons may all lie back

of

him, in

the night of ages which none but the eye
of God can penetrate. It is something

~ grandly cheering to be able to see an in_axplicable trial, thus hiding itself in the

_ infinity of God.
oa
:
2.- It is noticeable also that, in the ex, perience of some of these early. doomed
men,

their whole life has been

character-

ized by prematurity. The end is but the
natura] sequelgo the “beginning. "They

were precocious children.”

They learned

the alphabet at a sitting. They could
read the Bible when but three yéars eld.
Their niemory goes back to the early
balf of th: ir secbnd year.

One such read

Edwards on the Will when but twelve
years old.’ In college they led their senjors.
they began their public life, us
William Pitt did, in their minority. I
have in mind one clergyw n of this class,
' who died at the age of sixty, and his
friends lamented bis early end; but he
by its eloquence.

ears measured

his

Forty

ministry.

set". ripens<early,

while another is
may have done
the age of sixty.
- gervice:
What
ranges from the

Js
2

we?

and falls

of thirty

to

that

ning, and

world

full

£ these

arrested,

rebuffed,

This transmission of work

and

its

re-

martyrs,

all

the

ay
*

huve laid the foundation, and others have

built thereon.” ‘Above dll, it is superlatively cheering to be able to follow such

a my) stery till it loses itself in the fathom-

ing the fivively chosen subject of it.
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and sowie 5 it does not hang npon him as
La treeersity. to its future, The ayed good ties of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, 1 hesitate not
the Psalms men “re, with few excep fons, ‘ emeri- | to kay, itis the best remedy B hatd gver used
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Spiritual Songs.
{
)
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churchesas the best of all books ef
the kind now before the pablic.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book, anit is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used
_in churches.
pide
®t
TERMS; $1,560 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred Melody
vi?
is a small book of 225 hymns and several .
tunes selected especially for prayer 1 ‘:tings. 30
cents:

postage, 2 cents.

;

The History of the Freewill Baptists
-covers the first hall century o1 our existence,
.| from 1780.0 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the:
early events of our denominational
history. $1.00, including postage.
id
"Hl

The JMemorials

of the

Free

Baptlisls

givethe rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form ai the close
| of every session.
and the hound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
The Treatise
contams™a

by

usages

thority
tage

brief statement

the

1m

of

denomination;

church-building.

the

and

It 18

our

doctrines

gemewal-

published by aus.

of the General Conference: ‘25 cents;

1 cent

the first 44 pages of the

:

:

:

&

pPoSes

Bylo

Doctrinal Views
is a small book ih pier

:

Ree
§
;
covers, embraeng

Treatise.

Price

i

:

6. eents,

i:
.

twenty-three
aptist Minis.

Price $1.25including postage.

Sermon

-

od

BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,. .
REV.
at the death ofa child, and printed by request.
The ‘only : publisfied sermon
by Randall. - Price:
10 cents
:
:
r
The Golden’ Sheaf by
=

_ Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life -

and”

Christian

heathen,

ANE,

Chien Ss,

Jf,

:

D

HSS
2

experiences

of Bai,

a converted

Price 58 cents, postage 4 cents.
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all the questions
author's views
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volumes, one

Scripture Selections for more than thirty ‘different
b occasions; Orderof Exercices for ten or a dezen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
Tre Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well aianged; stating m fifteen
past s all the important partamentary rules of deLiberative bodies. Price, - Flexible Leather, 76
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Organs and Nervous System—and fromthe time of its
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1040 Pages Octavo. . 600 Engravings.

OLIVER DITSON & 0, Boston.
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style, binding and price.
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© WEBSTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY,

43 pieces of high

Vol. II. 142 pieces; of. which

tion:

to the

Quarterly Hleetings.

pictures of a ship

sthe meaning of A thin 100 words.
rE
School and Family should have it for
constant use:and reference.
ecommended by U.'S. Chief Justice’ Waite,
as “the highest authority
au
for definitions.”

the missionary. spirit in the Shuehos
Opened by
ieces of music as representative of the
Pest musie by the greatest composers of
Rev. J. A. Lowell, followed by Mrs.F'. S. Mosher,
Germany.
As Germany stands first in
and others. 3.30. Missionary sermon, by Rev.
fast this collection is, indeed, a rpre
P.W. Perry. 4.30. Business.
ch piece i8 a gem.- Printed by
Evening. 7.30. Prayer-meeting led by Rev. J.
IS STRONGLY ENDORSED!
|’ Litolff, on fine pa hig full” size, givi ng oth German and
H.Yedvman. 8.15. Opening sermon. by Rev. F.
Huglish words.
The collection is divided into twelve ports
‘We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
IH. Wood.
folios (six of ¥otal and six of instrumental), each portolio
tive powers from many persons of high character, intel,
containing from nine to fourteen complete
pieces.
Tharsday.
9. Business.
9.30.
Social meeting
gence and responsibility. Our book, “ How a Life was
portfolios” are beautifully ornamented in colors Hy ue
T1ed by Rev. F.W. Towne. 10. Topic: The imefficient and Christian sympathy and kindness |
full-page engravings—12 different * engravings—makin
Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery, and a
portance of prayer-meetings and methods of proYork
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Q.
M.
~Held
its
November
them exceedingly attractive for the music Gy or stand.
shown them in their threefold affections
large record of most remarkable cures, sent free. Write
moting an interest in them. Opened by Rev. F. K.
session at Hollis.
A very
precious Season,
Price, 50 cents each, or the twelve for £5.00. * The most
New Hampshire. i
Chase. \ 11. Sermon.
for it.
desirable collection ‘that has yet appeared.”—Boston Ga:
Preaching excellent, spiritual
and encoura
P.M,
1.30. Social meeting conducted by Rev.
zette.
Toinduce musicians fo try this music, I will send
DAY'S
KIDNEY
PADS
are
sold
by
druggists,
‘or
Revs." A. D. Smith, G. W., Richardson and
ing. The following resolutions; were adopted:
one
portfolio (only one) for 80 cents.
Stamps taken.
L. L. Harmon. - 2. Bible Reading by Rev. J. N.
will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receipt of their
Address R. W, Shoppell, No, 60 Bible House, New York
M. A. Quimby have lately held a seriés of Whereas since our last Q. M. Rev. Theodore
Rich.
2.30.
Sermon by Rev, D. H. Adams.
price: - Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
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ing results......The church at East Tilton
Resolved, That a good minister of Christ
Arrangements for three days’ meetings in the | CAUTIGN. ASving to the many worthless Kidney
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sre making quite an effort ‘to ‘secure the ser- has fallen, a strong man who was: always churches of the ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—the churches
a sale on our
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and
BOSTON.
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thank God for this noble life in the family, Rand; Hampton, Yeoman and Lowell; Kittery,
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Rowell and iranville; Mang ester) Harm on and
evening of Nov: 22. Many pounds of
useful the church and the world.
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Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved: Yeoman ; New Market. L owell
d ‘Rich; PortsERS &
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ward
already attained by bim and awaiting
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‘Central Association.
them if faithful to the Master.
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who lives at New Hampton,predches regularly
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They deserve to live, for “they are a heroic
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hand. Dea. C. C. Pagé is a power for good : in
BOTTLES FREE, together witha VALUA3 Wilson
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is the Dictionary used in the
Government Printing Office. Jan., 1880.
definitions efar in advance of
those of any other Dictionary.
est family help in training children to beoy intelligent men and women.
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Webster's is 20 times as great as the
sale of’ any other series of Dictionaries.
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Opening sermon-by Elder Kenison.
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FOUNTAIN OF GEMS.
97 easy and popular
pieces.
WELCOME "HOME. 70 _easy ard ~popular |
“17 pieces.
PEARLS OF MELODY,
50 pieces of dotier:

rail will notify me and/arrangements will be on
.to carry them to the
meeting, 9 miles.

Conference

XINT

&

New

HOLIDAYS, WEDDING, BIRTHDAY,

22 are for 4 hands.
PARLOR MUSIC. 2 Vols. 120 easy and popular
pieces.
CREME DE LA CREME.
2 Vols. ‘85 select
pieces of some difficulty, suited to advanced

‘ The Free Baptist chyrch at Riley Center SAE
dedicate ifs house of worship on Saturday, Dec.
18, at2, P. M. Polke
unn, of Hillsdale, is ex-
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character.
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mgs will continue over
the Sabbath.
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all ministers to attend who- can. Those coming by
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The following aré collections of Pirno Music.
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HOME
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P. Sheldon, Clerk.

sample ooky & circular. - MERSHON
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of new dance music, by the most celebrate corpposers.
Mr. WedgewoodN. Moody, son of the officiating
Jergyman, and Miss Martha F. Mclellan, both of GEMS OF STRAUSS.
80 splendid and brilliant
0. L.
In same place, Nov. 25, by the same, at the{" “compoEitions.
esidence of ‘the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
PIANOFORTE GEMS. 100 select piano pieces.
llen W. Foss, Hon. J. F. Brackett and Miss
HOME CIRCLE. Vol I. 170 p’s for beginners.
|- inda W. Foss, both of Limington.
~

:

Lievens; Cons: iN

ve agents can

Price of each in Cloth, $2.50 5 Fine Gilt, $3.

In So. Limington, Me., May 29, by Rev. B. S.
Moody, Mr. Eugene E. ‘Grant a
Miss Roxanna
S. Joy, both of Saco. In same
place, Nov, 23,- at
‘the residence of the bride’s mother, by the same,

with the
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‘DITSON& CO. call. attention" to their. elegant

In Wolfboro’, N. H., Nov. 25, ADAM BROWN,
aged 87 years, 10 months and 16 days.
At
his residence in Hamilton, Ill. , Nov. 23, of
nervous rheumatism, Rev. Daniel C. "Miller, M. ’D. i

evening, Dec,

30 9 he Do
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05 or
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Holiday Music

of Huntiogton. Sawe date, Mr. Sanford Joohyg and
Jennie C. Dow, both of 8.
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In Starksboro, Vi; Nov.3, by Rev. J. W. Burgin,
A.

ta

The

Rev. Benj. P

and Jane

ror

Fastest Selling Book ever issued, An entirely Few

- Price $1.00 per Botile.

Parker, Mr. JohnH. Nelson and Miss Nettie M.
Seavey, both of Hopkinton. Also, Nov. 25, by the
same, Mr. John B. Hill and Mrs. “Ruth E. Moores,
both of Pittsficld.™N.

AGENTS WANTEED

SUNLIGHT AND
i SHADOW

Polyform will give prompt relief .

Providence,

In Hopkinton, N. H., Nov.

Hotices and’ app intmends,
Q. M.; Dec. 24—26,

BOOK

MENLO PARK, N. J.
1 CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION’
ENOWN AS EDISON'S POLYFORM IS MADE

E

Emma J. Bradford, of. 8,
On Block Island, R. I., Nov,. 17, by ‘Rev. George
Wheeler,
Mr. Joseph A. Barney Jai Miss Mary

K. J. BUSSELL, Clerk.

QM.

Gound—G

Holland—G

In Rutland, Ohio, Nov. 22, by Rev. S. H. Barrett,
E. Stevens,
both of Rutland.
!
In Stephentown,N: Y., Nov, 23, by Rey. LB.
Coleman, Mr. A. H. Williams, of Nassau, and Miss
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bh, aU2
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nervousness,

Wo higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison; who authorizes the pubHeation of the.following*

Estes—

‘Married

R.

‘the Enpsburg \ebureh,

Meeting

antrophy of this course.

Wright—1 Walkef—J White— Wm Walker.

_cht

with the Ewingtp n chara,
SME J. WEED, Cl erk A

SoRmsngs on F fide; Dec.

and produced

- ‘ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVI:ED AND
Lord—J P Langley—J B Loveland -L Max~
BY MYRELF.
hem—J Malvern—J W_Martin—N Mh iki WTHOMAS A EDISON"
Maxham—J W Moor—TB Marshall—J W Messer
—L Mayhew—W H Northrupra G Plummer—dJ P |:
For many other complaints beside Neuralgia,
Pricket*—Penfield & Goodrich—H
Perry—J R
Po
0 J Pettegrew—S N Royal-T H Roberts—
such as Rheumatism, Headaches, SciC B Robingon—dJ A Smilie—C 4 Sturgis—F € Stimatica, Gout, Pain in Back or Side, or
gson—M Stockberger—A W Skinner—1' A-8tevens
wherever pain exists; without abrasion of the skin, —C J Strout—M W Turper—dJ J Tufts=B Upton

;
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London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best. Sold by Drasgists.

D H

Mr. James chgmpson, of S.,

»

of New Brunswick will .be held with
Waterloo St. church, St. John,N. B., on
20th inst.

Oct. 17, Rev, J. W. Carr baptized three persons in the Mattawamkeag stream in Bancroft,
and added three to. the Bancroft & Weston
church. Also Nov. 14, one “more was baptized
and added to the same church,
'This isa small
church, ten miles from Danforth, where Mr.
Carr spends one-fourth of the time. Fhe inter‘est’ has Been quite good of late. Some have
béen converted and a few reclaimed.
Rev. A. L. Morey and wife extend heartfelt
thanks te their friends in Gray, for the prompt,

i

Quimby, Belmont, 'N. H.
Walker, Scottsburg, N. Y.

Dally—A J Eastmpan—C .M-: Emery—H

H

sermon

ENOSBURG Q. M ETT its lust
the West Bolton church, P. Q.
we trusi, a profitable Session
Bro. J. B. Collins, of Huntington
with us and preached the word
ceptance, under whose labors
were protracted, and . the chureh’
ened and sinners made to feel
of a Saviour.

licacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.

his discove;i 1 upon others who suffered from nervous
pein, and in every case the relief was
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform became Bo celebrated and the demand upon his time
and attention so great, Prof. Edison finally, yielded
+ to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under his
supervision.
The number of remarkable cures, and the suffering Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and phik

Hophinerb Hodgdon—E H Highee—d Hs
Hogeboons
W Hatch—M
R Hiatt—E
zine
©
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“J 18 superior to any in de-

Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested
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deep interest. Mr. William Folan' and Miss Emma
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ro. Fulton, Brethren F. Brooks
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“for Free Baptists there to visit

¢ Eastern.

W

manifestin all the meetings throughout the
éntire session. . We
were favored
with the
presence and labors of Bro, Davis} of
the; Disciples church, and Bros Fulton
¢
Meigs

| be the place selected for the propesed Free.
Baptist campmeetingTground, * for béing so

Maine.

present’

’

J A Ames—A S Austin—C B Atwood—A. E
Adsit—W Armitage—N A Avery—A Booth—M
Blackman—J W Burgio—L H Baker—R Beacham
—E Buker—F Cardot—S A'
Comstock—S8 Curtis—
E 8S Crain—L G Clarke-~L M Cummings—R Clark
—A Chase—R F Curtis—I P Compton—R Comstock—W 8 Cooper—P 8 Covel—G H Damon®-C E
Davis—E A Dinslow—T H Drake—L Dexter—G
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wick hopes that the site at, Old
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fest in the cause of religion throughout
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pleasant,
the attendanée was very good.
does not seem to be so great: an interest
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Farm ngton, Me.

A Russell Calder, 413 Market
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its| last
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and although the weather was

than
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ATHENS (0.) Q.M.—Held
M

with the 2d Alexander

Rev J B Davis,

H H Hubbard, Hone
Jas W Martin,

relief,

S

Scrofula,
Rheumatism
or Consumption,"

loss of appetite, &c. He now. sought for a combination of such remedies as would, by
i application, cure him of his distress and at same time not
be injurious to higsystem. *
Trials and experiments followed this adhesin
ation until he at last produced a compound. which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed
his system, to recuperate, and throw off the disease.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the namo

Rev J L Sinclair, Lake Village, N. H,

Clerk.

BE

+ only temporary

. CL Russell, Bran Minn.

Q. M.—

day in Feb.

discourse

During

The fellow

New

; Winisters and Churches.

G W Young, Rangeley, Me.

Clerk.

Next session on Friday before te 4th”

.

Revs. Curtis, Contord, NH. |

BLE, Clerk.

A gzood-delegation were present.

Kansas.

longer

the Insti-

“NOR=
WEGCIAN

Debility,

derful discovery for alleviating pain. *For years he
"suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any.
“remedy among the hundreds ‘which he tried that
would give him permanent éase. Finally he became
convinced that he must become his own physician
and seek, by experiments, for the desired relief. He

Forwardsa.
Y. MAIL.

Woodman, Moes River, P. QHrington, Vinal Haven, Me.

Q. M.—Held its last sescommencing Nov. &, 1880.

LIBERTY (Tenn.
sion at CedaréCree

The approaching Teachers’ Institute at Har-;
Quarterly
J
pers Ferry is'engaging the attention of most
WATERVILLE (Me.)
people in the Shenandoah Valley who are inter- ‘Fairfleld church.
ested-in the subjeet-of ~education:
An inter- Ets WORTH (Me.).
17—
esting programme has been printed, in which
VAN BUREN (Mich.
lectures, addresses and. discussions are| anchurch, commencing
nounced on a variety of'§dpcational topics. .

$600
help

At this. rate we can pay only fifty cents on
a dollar.
A. L. GerrisH,

story.

West

__promised
can
not he given. About half
enough in- November

pesition

and

NO

After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been’
“prevailed upoh to give to the'world ‘his truly won-

AM Sim-nton, De
Jad.
i
J H Durkee, Pike, N. Y.
\
Re GS Ricker, Lowell, Mass.

ns’ candi-

Ww. A. HEADRICK,

fraud—the same one that has been posted two
or three times in these columns.
Why will
people continue to give to such characters ?

that institution, and this can not he used
for current expenses.
of the amount reported

tous

The churches. were

HAwKins Co. (Tenn.)

. Rev. G. W. Knapp was recently induced to
help u person who called upon him, represent
ing himself to be a student of Bates Theological school, and in need of money to help him to
Lewiston,
He gave the name of Boy
It is

|

and

given directly for the ‘‘ New
at Harper's Ferry, and for

New

last

amount

A. M.

day before the 2d Sunday in Oct., 1880, with a
good delégation.
-.
Next session at Cedar Point
Friday before
the 2d Sunday in Jan.

less than six years, seventy have united with
the chprch.
An effort to raise $2,000 the present
y€ar, and thereby reduce the entire. funded indebtedness of the church to $4,000, proves
Of this sum all has been subserib;
successful.
ed, and less than $178 remains unpaid.

all - our

six hundred dollars of this

the

any one of his predecessors.

Home

Missions for November look well,
week’s
Star—8890.16-—but let
friends remember that between

Cc. CR

Fox & McIntyre church.

‘by the pastor, the Covenant and By-Laws and
a list of the dfficers'#lid members.
The pres-

Let Us Under
nderstand It.
Those figures for the receipts

things, it contains a historical

ox

lley. No. 1 Angle St., Providence, R. I.
ohn M., Cty Mechanic's Falls, Me.
wy J. R. Pope, Oakland,
Rev. Seth W. Perkins, Hollis Center, Me.

ydars’ duration - session at Grassy Creek, commenci

Leonora,

for

PROF. EDISON'S
POLYFORM.

tution and the Freedmen’s Mission in the Shenanks had taken all the well known sedatives, which gave

Troy Q. M.—Held its Sept. torts with the

«+++: The ladies of the Rhode Island district of
the Woman’s Missionary. Society recently held
u. successful convention with the Johnston
church, | located at Centerdalé. There were addresses by Mrs. Burlingame, Miss French and
others,..... Three days of revival meetings
bave been held with several churches with
good results. .....The Park St. church has recently published a neat ‘** Manual.”
Among

respond or not. We hope, however, that
- the above named committee will see ' that
«every chnrch member in thé Central As“sociation has a personal invitation to contribpte one dollar towards this endow-

ment.

Clark,

¥

college, authorized t0 receive funds for

~=

Williams church.’ The sermon was by Rev. A.
P. Salley. Several of the churches; of Providence and vicinity have been sending means of

to us is apphrent to the most of us, but we
can riot untie the purse-strings of others.
We can only present the claim and leave

5
52t38

i:

its last session

ers reclaimed, and seven additions

and of a very satisfactory character at Chepa-

Nprth Parma, N. Y. The claim is imperative. ‘The blessing that shall come

Com-

bounds of the Michigan

for a number of days, which resulted in a: general reviving of the church with two backslid:

article which it was

of seven

Free

whom:
hin- the

ed to meet with the Sparta church, Feb. 5, 6,
1881." Bro. Simonton continued the meeting

interest.

Ohio

REV. I». B. POTTER, LANSING,
Sn
should be sent al) oiler, cout

Simonton was chosen moderator.
Owing to
the inclemency of the weather, other churches
were not represented, and Conference adjourn-

- H. Stevens, Wm. Fuller, T. H. Drake, B. chet, Rev. J. M. Purkis has removed to MeFalls, Maine......Rev. Joseph B. DuH. Fish. -Brethren living in these several | _chanic’s
Greenwich
Quarterly Meetings can pay to the agent -vis is temporarily supplying the
r their Q. M., or can if more convenient St. church, Providence...... On Thanksgiving
day, a union service of the Free Baptist
sqnd directly to the
treasurer of the Cen- churches of Providence was held at the Roger
1

Q. M.—Held

with the Franklin church, Nov, 6, 7.

they went away

special religious

I. Bates, Treasurer

(25122)

dod
(Ind.)

phied by Rev. A: H. Morrell... J..The church church, commencing Friday, Dec.
JouN H. WARD
at North Scituate, though without a pastor, is

Butler, G. R. Foster, F. G. Stevens, Levi
Kellogg, Joel Baker, A.J. Canney, J

tho Maine State MisS Deering, Portland,

Education Society.
t45).
Rev. A. H. Morrell, soliciting agent for no

well represented, and we enjoyed a very good
formerly falsely supposed a minister bad no uge
meeting.
At the conference meeting it was
for.
"evident that the Spirit of the Master was with"
Rhode Islangd.
us. Of a large congregation nearly all took part
Rev.J. D. Veney, pastor of the Pond st. in speaking-and in every heart ther: seemed to’
church, has gone South to labor, during the he a desire to get nearer to God :and to enjoy’
of his ghace and love,
winter. In his absence his pl:
N being supe more
Next session with
the
West Granville

Higbee, J.C.

Mayhew, Ira Day, S. F. Mathews,

1

‘munion Sopist Association, Marion, Ohio.

% M., and” Rev. D.

0. C. Hiris. Clerk.

DEARBORN

Nov, 26,—the first agli
of their marriage,
A little time was spent very pleasant-

brethren were appointed agents to secure

Rev.

Hunt, of the Tuscarora Q, M. with their spiritual and capable sermons added. much to the:
interest pf the meeting.
Next session with the Delmar church, Feb.

few extra meetings held by its pastor. A number are hopefully, converted.and others seeking. The church at North Dauville, under

It would Seem

be sent) Lewiston,M

All money contri
Siow should be sent t

MON, Cler k.

TroGaA Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Chatham Valley church:
The
Jeeyng
was a good one.
The presence of Rev. E. B.

Owen success in bis new field of labor.—C," 8.
FRrast, Scribe.
Quite a revival is ir progress

ay in February.

G.

the presegy
month, and it would be. if we the labors of their’ pastor,
Rev. H Lockhart;
would each constitute ourselves a solicit- is now giving signs of progress and looking
ing committee to ‘solicit a dollar from one for a revival of pure Sstigion)
7 individual. By action of the Trustees of |. A companyof his parishio ers called’ upon
.Rev. and Mrs. C. 8. Frost, Friday
. evening,

wards, A. E. Bryant,

Ra NFAY

3

dark of East St. Johnsbury, wa

useful thoughts touching the best ways in
which a charrch could help its pastor. “We
need drawing churches as well as drawing

asif that amount might he raised within

Meetings:

——

Xb

table season was enjoyed - to the church and 1 7°
Post-Office Addresses:
brethren from other churches. The Word.was
in the delivery and thought of hig part, and no
~ C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
preached
to
good
acceptarice
by
Revs.
D.
M.
whom
all
mjssicn
money within the bounds of the
one present could but feel that
Bro. Owen was
PL
Stuart, I. Striemer and by Rev. Geo. E. Baker, Central Association shouldbe sent.
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich,
most cordially welcomed to the fellowship of of the Portage & Geauga Q. M.
5t)
Rev. E N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
sll neighboring churches. In his address to the
Next session “With the Cleveland church, from the churches for our, ene olen Bocieties should

work if the regular contributiogs do not.
«come in; and we had hoped ‘they would.
be greatly increased this year,but if there
must be a falling off somewhere, we are
convinced that for one year, it would be
better to restrict our Home Mission work
and fill up this endowment.
Wg owe it
to Hillsdale - college, we owe 1 to ourselves and to oyr destitute fields awaiting
strong young ‘men, that this work be push«ed to completion now.
And yet how little is asked, how little—from each one—
the

Ad
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if

needed to complete
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i Poetry:

i

Yirtte remained to

_

| O'Hara commenced

cat

Thoughts

‘that shall glad the two or three

like these

far

:

stars that come in

Once in.a century;
But better far it iS to spcak
One simple word, which now and then

Shall waken'their free nature in the weak

ther; now moind !” came again

8

‘Wherever on the face of earth
The light of heaven is poured
The yellow ‘sunbeams gleam and say :
The sunset glow at coming night

Sends crimson streams across,
And bids us let our glory be
[Y

AAs down the darkbess of the night

The crimson light is.borne -

AndTintfollowed by the olive shades
SrOHn The TEINS moro
4
:
’

:

the

I'll let you in, and

day,” said the lady;

might do for your
she carries her
the thing.”

‘Here's a child who

street picture.

matches

with

See,

her—just

And so little Madge earned a whole sil-

‘ What a strange title,” she said.

And belanghed, as he replied,

His children’s hearts should never fail
To wear his colors too.
Though earth’s bright colors seem to fade
In winter, yet we know
Sar

to the children in the parlor,) went

down

| the steps with a bright face.

That all united they reflect
In her white robe of snow.

had given her; and finally the locket was

unite,

A spotless robe of white,"
The Holy Spirit’s gift divine,

Cleunsed b¥ the Saviour’s blood,
And made eternal by the wise

a

~~ amly Girl

| indeed!”

MADGE.

Don’t

I

light from the hall chandelier shone upon | xAnd thus ere very long Madge met her

wish

something that glittered on the door-mat.

first kind friend, and was led to tell the

Just for once I could be a rich lady's lit- | The servant was not in sight; the merri- | whole story. of her pitiful life and craving
tle girl; and wear a white dress and slipment in the parlors was increasing; the for love. ‘And at ¥ast, through the-lady’s
wide, and

a handsome house,

within which a birthday party was going
on merrily.

It was dark outside, and the

street

were

not bright”

enough

to

betray this little watcher to the gaze of
the young people who were dancing ander the light oF brilliant chandeliers, and
sending the sweet music of their happy
voices out through the open windows in‘to’the silent street, where a few moments

before little Madge Lee had been
to sell matches.

trying

So she had ceased

her

cry of « Matches! matches!” which seemed so feeble in comparison to the sounds
of merry music that filled the street as
she came slowly along, and had clam-

bered like a little wonkey?to ¢the top of

RSL

. the iron fence, where at last ‘she

sat se-

Lr UTD

HADES
nn RBH

curely, watching the good time going on
inside the beautiful rooms.
.
Madge had never in all the eight years
of her lite owned such things as a white
dress, slippers or sash.
And as for
“¢ cprls in her hair,” her own round head
was like a boy’s, so close was the dark
hair cat.
Madge, with

Sovers]

others as’ “anfor-

unate'as herself, lived with an old wom
an who cared for them only according to

the pennies they brought mm to her each
night,

gedor

little
wero

Whether the

pennies were

beg-

stolen or honestly earned made | child, “« here's thim maiches av yours, an’ | those. I must see, though, to having
the
difference to her. The children moind ye don’t come forninst the eyes

‘waifs and strays, whom

nobody | me without ye've sold the blissed

d or seemed to care for, aid, Vin

bevy

of litle Madge,

‘none of

them had ever. knogn- a parent's

‘Her father died “when she

‘and, after

poverty, her

him, ge

cies of Mrs.

For

a few
dear

our

strugggle with

mother

follow

oe

pushed

into’

the

to her.

out

glad

and.

up

sunshine

given the Sigh bebo

MecLane.

kindhii

On this nighf ber littie heart had seem-

80

I can get some made.

#6: again,

the stéps'| too,
grateful

Fix ih

though

No need
to come

says

I'm al-

up here to.test

cider, for my word for it is

unexpectedly drew near.

whence it proceeded.
‘While she sat upon the railing, intent
upon the scons before her, a ¥oice

at her

vB

“Ig it here ye.are, Madge Lay? Bad
eee luck to ye thin. Won'i ye be aither catchwre Tam

*

in’ the lickin’ from

Littell & co. of freshness and’

Aflac

Warner’s

humor,

ni

Christmas cheer,

acteristic charm of narritive are prominent in
this hook, It deseribes the experiences - of .an

Ofiental party,

who journeyed from P

through

to the

Nubia

hights of

turning by Thebes, Gezereh
unromantic view which Mr.

Its illustrations are

superb,’
Some of the * conceits ” of: the artis
ts, “ odd »
to be sare but exceedingly appropriate, like

his aptbesy’ of, de-

the open volume of the !magazine
to which

“Santa Claus has hitched his team ofYh
stum

hdenr,

Biggeh, re-

and Cairo. The
Warner takes of

er)

experiences: on’ the Nile in the“ Rip Van
Winkle;” forms of dissipation; a Christmas
festival; a visit to the Khedive; the

ruins

of |

Thebes and of Memphis; passing thé Cataracts
merriment that’
mingling with Ethiopian
snake-charmers: 3 pervades: almost every page, this number js
quite unsurpassed. —New York: 7 Sribner & ?
“ following the track of the Children of Israel”
—these

Co.

are features. of the ‘book ‘that will" in-

terest most readers.

Mr. Warner calls special

Pisa cathedral.

of five and upwards,

One will nowhere find a more

delightful book of travel.

customs

The

same

lishes the Intermediate

There is an increas-

ing interest in the history and

A

(%

"Sogiety pub-

Lesson Quarterly,

designed to aid in the study of the Interdational Sunday-school lessons. . Both publications

of the

are evidently prepared with care and diserimi-

nation —Phildelphia: American Baptist Pub-

it attracts and ‘entertains the reader—u secret

of success in writers and in books,

lication Society.

~~

Roy's DORY AT THE SEA-SHORE.

Fv

By Edward

Rand, authorof * Pushing

RL

The December number of Zhe National
Sunday-school Teacher contains a Christmas.

Ahead: or, | Concert Exercise by the editor, and bab some.

Gratily MelLave. fur

not sellin’ yer mates! Hare
yo needn't

be . digi’ the 8 Stole. of yer betthers. us

article on ‘* Genesis Read in Bible Lands,”

Those persons who have read . the arden

aud * Pansy” has in itone of hér bright and

volumes of Rev. Mr. Rand's * School and Camp

‘ The ‘cider:

of Daylight.”

shore. Dave has developed into an upright young
aman of influence and position, still exhibiting
those sterling principles that characterized him

bi sons’ } drunken carelessness, and the
.his
no longer a comfort to him, he saw ay
error

and.

David's
cider.

wished

warning

be

had

voice

istered

against

to)

a missionary craft.

~With incidents, such as might happen to
any family at the séa-shore, the summer passes,
and, well satisfied with their vacation the persons who figure in the story return to their
homes. The beauty of unselfishness and of

the Thanksgiving gathering with which the
volume closes is one'of its pleasant features.
Such books as these are safe ones to put into
the hands of boys.
Life is rep:esented as it is.
There are no false stimulants, or incentives to

seek the unreal. #V ice is not depicted so it can

awaken curiosity, and réal pleasure is shown
exist in cheerful, busy! Christian homes.

B Pavll; uth

A

Howry Hi,

" The Annual Address, before the Woman's
National Christian Temperance Union, at the

seskion lately held in Boston, by the President,

Miss Frances E. Willard, ds issued in pamphlet form. ‘The address presents& " complete:
summary of the ‘work of the Union, and is one
of the notable contributions of the season, toCopies may be
useful temperance literature.
had at the office of the Union in New York.
——

The Nursery will bégin he new year with
a new cover and other unusual attractions.
This is a delightful magazine for the youngest
readers; it improves while it pleases them.

The December number is already proving this
to the satisfuction of hundreds of little readers.
—Boston : The Nursery Publishing Company.’ 2

J. Crowell. 16mo. PP.
by. F. P. Hayes. . .

278. (81.00). [For sule

+]

—

Music.

From O. Ditson & Co., Boston :=—
Songs: * Sweet Love of Mine,”y by Cowan; 3
“Forget-me-not,” a German lyric by Hoffman;

ng = Ohmghy

“Trevor Court,” ete. New: York: Thomas | PIeces<

making

Blackmer & Lyon Rub-

lishing Co.

to

: TE phma
Axo Bo NG: and other stories fo
foun:

xowrd

The lessons are well {llustrated.’

—Chicago: Adams,

your grandfather, and now by me, and 1 when at school. Roy is the central charactey of
guess we know what we are about. Cider the book. He is also fearless and energetic, and
make n fellow tipsy? Bah! It is only after making the decision to devote himself to
such crack-brained chaps as you, Dave, Christ, shows the thoroughness of his deterwho get sucksilly notions in the head. mination by at once converting his Dory into

kindly benevolence is strikingly portrayed,and

Glimpse®

attractive contributions, entitled

Series,” meet. again with old friends at the sea-

mill has been worked for years, first by’

as

good

It was a merry set of boys

mle

own

house-doors.

the . morning

night, it did not matter which.

»)

membered wien people had explained, to
ber that ber mamma and papa, poor as
they had been in this world, had gone to
live there and be’ happy for evermore
She;remembered how. she bad cried; and
how-her mother had kissed her the very |

in high glee.

by jure:

ies,

Ai

Bhol

Mare

“ Mefistofele;” and a “ Light

titer’ Visto

alop

from

Fantastic Schot-

oocasion

certainly,— and there may

Have

’

been many more instances ‘of the. same

wandering somewhere in the

warm, loving curess

from

the'

get thik fruit

child ‘expressed it!
Walon

Cppusite,

Su, when
she.

went

dear

the

over and

knovlng at the window offered a bux ‘of
Sovees

:

| + That's so!

ployment took pity on them, conducted
them to their far West End Square with
the most courteous care, and not only re
Tused all monpy reward, but wrote a few
days afterwards to express his gratitica-

Jae

i

ii

ove

dnd

i

-

a

a

54

all night.
ai
142° years
be

side, to last by fompuruié’ usage.

a

[81.00 on ale

ig Wok

——

.

Knight Tompletiom Iaustrat EN

hl
my
rive i Bn iting 3
‘heal Ta Brot volume of a life of bins, wht:

:

£

Froude, with his consent and assistance.

the fie fo

ppear iu 1881.

‘Mr.

Froude is,

in his ,

to give
a full and

complete

degrees
of the order.
ed,

and

numerous

authorities confirm

ritual

It is copiously
quotations

of various | and may be saidto have been dictated

fllustrat | Caledonian chief.

from Masonic

the suthor’s positions.

If

Knight Templarism is balf as silly an uffuiras
this book represents it to bel, itis a wonder

that sensible people should be
it.~Chicago: Ezra A. Cook.

|Yi In

identified
\

with

ee

1881 The

Living Age : enters

upon

by “his

Mr. Rossiter Johnson, the editor of the °
popular** Little Classics ” collection of short:

pleces by eminent writers, has written for. St..
Nicholas a serial story of special interest toboys. It begin in the December "(Christmas)"

id

number and will run through ‘the whole
volume. The story, entitled * Phaeton Rog-, ’ is full of nove! situations, say t be editors,
ite |
ng

thirty-eighth year ‘of continuous publication,

and its vatue increases with its years. PeriodJcal literature is constantly growing richer and
more abundant in the work of the ablest writery

a

aud denis vith the | phn

4

for invention,

The Society for Promotion Christian Rug o
ledge is about to publish a set of bovks deal-ing with the prineipat: systems of ancient
tained 80 conveniently und cheaply as through | thyught.
upon all topiesofof interest, «id in no othér way
can 80 much of t © best of this literature be ob-

the columns of this standard magazine. Issued
r. Laurence Oliphant’s new book, “ The"
weekly, and giving over threp and a quarter | Lund of Gileud,”. will advocate a beginning
of:

Endless strange adventures happened to other publicaiion, the ‘ablest: essays and re- Eurupe ud Ash, in the territory whieh for:
people coming home from’ parties.
views, the choicest serial and short storiey, the
werly belonged ‘to the tribes of Reuben. and
had to spend the night on chairs and .ofas most interesting sketches of travel and dis- Gad, or
in the clubs
Some had not even thag | Overy) the best poetry, anc he most valuable |
The private papers of Marshal Bertbier,

old. Strange bow long a Bible ay

“David said very. little, but, wpe thé Brey
4

Thackeray's Jof the Swiss Anabaptists,” which he hopes to-

/

,

by uo

light work,’ Maggie and Lwili-belp you | : A Meridan mun bus a Bible
to gutber the apples.”

of Boys,”

thousand Jirgo und well-filled puges of reading Me repatriution of the Jews by the settlement
tion at the confidence the young ladies ‘matter
yeurly,it is enabled” to present, with a under the auspicesof a lund company,of a.
had shown in their unknown guide. freshness and completen
considerable number of Jews from Eastern.
ess - attempted

Father prides him elf wp
on bi good name,” eplind -tiRir Hier ps
pipsently | | Jeunie,
and since ‘ many huods ‘ake |

mother who ‘tlived in the sky,” as

End,

way to their home. A workingman who
bappenedto puss on his way to his eém-

her lite befure. She hadn't bad 8 kiss ‘his good name for the earliest gad very
since that time from: shybody , und how bes prod
ming’ from any farm herehe liule motherless’ “heurt, ‘yearned for
abouts.”

; one

East

perfectly igtorant of their loculity or the

".

* Come, Ben, we won't

Bruce

On one | ofa. 12mo volume of 341 pages, whieh rufous | own person,
a sort of autobiography
of Carlyle, .

young ladies, driven hopelessly astray by

:

“ A

Livi
& Co.

or |

kind,—the world was given proof’ that
.| the days of chivalry are not over. Two

¢

Ludlow’s

discovered
wandering on London Bridge | IN
small Sieg of

fhe

pride.

she

their

inthe

py

him as a bank¥ill.” And again
farmer's eyes twinkled with con

I bad been a
0

He

sorted, to-day, if we doh't burryt» said
ed more than ever despondent sud weary,
uve, going. to work with a will. . “Fathfor people did not want her matches, and
er, you koow, must go ifito town early. tonIorrow- morning with them.
pushed her aside when she would have
Stared them. And she was just about to last thing, and thén suddenly turned so
ee Yes, and we must be: ‘sure that be has
"gry when the sound of music fell upon her | pale and wid that the little girl grew | the very best,” replied George, ‘for he
eur and drew her toward the; house frightenéd, ‘and eried barder than ever in| says he depends upon us to help |kieptap

|

turer, eh? Better wait until you are asked to gather apples for the cider-mill,”
said his father in a displeased tone as he

and fondly believing
themselves ** right”for Bayswaler, were

to bring in the usual amount of ‘pennies, | Madge grew discouraged. She looked | real work, fori the Vrosy-red. and golden
~ oftener whipped than scolded, and never up at the blue far-off sky, and dimly_ro- fruit was tossed about from one
another

" side star led her.

hoe)

Young persons seeking their way home’ W“ George the Third,” Anna Jameson’s* Juifer” | bave ready for the press during the winter.
nd
liam H. Mallock’
after the theater,
*

ways on’ hand first, and with prime cider

And eagerly she began to search

two years Madge
tnd lived with

spoken kindly to except by some
_ hearted stranger in the street.

By

drew himself up in almost comic4l imitaattention in the pheface to the use of curved'| The January (1881) pumber of The Bap
tion of his father.
| lines in the construction of the oldest temple
Teacher, published by the American _ Baptist
*“ That's just it, George. I'm afraid we in Pastum, as being more marked than in the Publication Society, appears with a new
title
are giving the downward start to some of Pantheon itself, and suggests its relation to the page; and enlarged from 36 to 48 large 8yo ~
pages. The price is 50 cents per ¢opy in clubs
irregularities of such medieval buildings as
the boys; as well as cultivating ourselves

“who met in the orchard with
this woman, roaming the streets by day walked until. her Tittle feet ached, and barre's to: gather a load ‘of Tipe ¢ fruit for a druoken cabman,—to whose special
and sleeping on a hapdful of straw at she finally sat down on_the carbstone ‘of the market.
At first it seemedis though guardian genius," however, they owed
their escape from a spill —were found
night. She was scolded wien she failed] a pleasant, shady avénue, to Test awhile.
| more fun und frolic was going” Bn
an

!

TRE.

and cider toward getting you off to col- mummies, the pyramids, the
sphinx, and of the
lege this fall ?”
historic ai of the Orient is- decidedly refresh¢“ Not exactly,” replied David, with a ing.. The social condition of the inhabitants of j
smile.
* Truth iis, I want to go to college |-the country, both men and women, the charscbad enough, but I'd rather count the cider ter of Moslemism as seen in its devotees; the

their victims to

av cider- willin order. Jackson, at the inn,
lot, | will want two or three barrel
as soon
s as

ivery wan av ’em, or it's sorfa a taste ay
8
pery Il get the noight.”
So Madge

love, | Was

was a baby,

i

OF. The

an d art. Ttis a Wear y of the best Rératire
in itself, fh

tische,” by Patrick.
Also a copy of their
continued kindness, little Madge was
We have’ here a collection of English stories
valuable *‘ Musical Record,” a weekly musical
transferred with many other little children
THE LONDON F0GS.
illustrating Bible texts. The fisst is * Mary pauper which faithfully
“chronicles sil the
from the crowded, noisy and unwholeWe fancy that Londopers
are
atleagth- Hazeldine’s Desk,” for the text, * Overcome musical - mews, gives quantites of valuable
some street which had so long been her. opening’ their niinds tosthe idea that the evil with good.” A little girl who had
music for a trifling expense , and descibes all
lost
home, to the care of those whose business
autumnal and-winter fogs of the capital both fathvt and mother comes to London to the new publications of the house.
it was to take jost such poor orphaned are things sériously disturbing to comfort| find a new home with her uncle. The family
hers pick up the locket, and after one in- Tittle ones to new and happy homes far off “and dangerous to health. The horrors of: ‘are.not disposed to treat the child kindly on 5
LITERARY NOTES.
a
stant's examination of it, slip it into: ‘the in the country, Where warm, kind - hearts last winter were unexampled in their ex- account of her poverty. She constautly shows " “ Ministering\Children ” is one of the roligthem only kindness and wins their: love and[
ious books
that has bad a
very
o
=
pocket” in ibigh were the thie stolen are willin
tent and duration; and, precisely for tirat |[Tespeet.
Harry Foster's Rules” is an extion. The desth of its author, Miss M. L.
and bring them up to useful womanhood.
handkerchiefs.
reason, people were inclined to treat cellent story Logiboys to read. His rules were
Madge wrote a letter to the lady. not them “with reprobation tempered with found in the Bible and they taught hima while Charlesworth, is ‘announced.’
But rapid as had been the girl's .examA fhort serial by Mrs, Barnett, author of
ination of the locket, she had been notic- long ago, and after telling abont her hap-c jocularity. The fog was terrible,—so ter- ‘an apprentice to be careful, faithful and con.
or
a
Lass o’ Lowrie’s,” etc., will begin in
scientious.
**
Levelsie
Manor
”
py
teuches
times
patience
in
her
new home, she added, rible thas the remembrance of the oldest
ed by Madge as she sat on her high sedt.
the February Scribner.
Meantime Mrs. Burand self-control. ‘“ Edith
Preston’s School
‘And
oh!
Mrs.
—,
this
dear
lady
here
However,
she kept quiet about her disinhabitant could not parallel a fellow to fellows ” is a true and a sad story.
nett is writing what promises to be. her longIts scene is
covery, as presently she and Biddy went kisses me good-night always, and it feels it.- The very singularity of the experience
The scene of these stories is laid in London,’ -est povel, for ‘the same magazine.
home through the lonely streets, ‘but nev- just as if I had a mother after all.”— lessened its importance. It was not to and, naturally, the circumstances and customs laid in Washington. Mr. Cable’s new. serial,
er had detective sharper eyes to watch Harper's Young Peale.
‘| be supposed things ‘were to go on like are somewhat. strange to American readers. “ Madame Delpbive,” will also begin in February, and run through three or four numbers. ,
hovelty gives them a freshness snd
than had Madge, who used her blue orbs
that... Then; therevismo doubt the Togs | Yet-their
th¥ Tessons they teach ure needed on both sides Mrs, Schayer’s** Tiger-Lily ” will be consiudCIDER,
rls
1,
real)
to the best advantage before she tumbled
ed in the Junuary nuinber,
“I declare I” said Farmer Jones one and their conséquences acted as a stimu- of the Atlantic.
hs
down upon her share of the straw that
lant to conversationalists. Like all natIn its serial and short stories by Americus
night, and prepared to sleep—or rather morning, ‘I bad.no idea our golden pip- ural phenomena, they affected the imagi- | We welcome the re-appearance of the * Little authors, in its litérary articles, and in” ts dispins and other early fall apples were so
appeared to. prep ire for sleep— for not
nation. ~They gave you something to say Classics ” series (Boston; Houghton, Mifflin & cussions which vitally affect public interests,
ripe. Boys, there’s work for you in the
one step toward slumberland
would the
the moment you -entered the drawing: Co.) in the form of volumes 17 and, 18, with ‘the Atlantic Monthly is a magazine which inorchard, and plenty of it 100. The best
and public-spirited American citizens
little girl go until the locket had been reroom (supposing you had succeeded in the general titlesrof“ Nature ” and Human- telligéiit
moved from the hole in the, wall where that have fallen must go at once to mar- reaching the house of your hospitable itys? The frst volume brings the reader can not afford to neglect. - It does not offer its
readers the pictorial attractions of some lead»
** pear to Nature's heart.” ; contains * A
ket, See that there are-no bruised ones
Biddy had so slyly put it.
friend), which had’an air at once novel Hunting of the
ing popular magazines,
but for its purely
Deer * by barles Dudley
‘among those you gatner, for I have wei a
And so it happened that when; 5 and name for the fairest fruit brought to mar- and-apt. They furnished the dinner-table Warner,
literary, social, industrial and ethical articles
Dogs ” by Philip Gilbert Hamerwith lively. interchange of anecdote and ton, *“ In the Hemlocks ” by John Burroughs, it can be heariily and conscientiously coms
by, Biddy and all the others. were! sleep- ket, and ready sale for all I offer.
Noth- experience. The fogs of 1879-80 origina- | “A Winter Tulk
» by Thoreau, * Buds and mended.
ing, Madge crept over to the hole, and re- ing like having a good name, boys.” And
Bird Voices” by Hawthorne, “The Fens? by
Mr. Jefferson Davis will have his memoirs
ted
a
literature
of
their
own.
There
were
‘turned with the locket ip her own pos- the sturdy farmer drew himself up with
ready for publication next pring; the first.
Charles Kingsley, * Ascent of the Matterhorn”
stories
ranging
from
the
awful
to
the’
“dession.. Then see slept too, and the pride.
volume is understood to be already in print,
by Edward Whymper, * Ascent of Mount
idyljje. Ladies were met and piliaged
locket remained sufely hidden in the lit
Tyndall
by Clarence King, and “The Firma¢¢ And what &ball we do with the rest?”
Mr. C. C. Coffin ('* Carleton”,) has written.
tle girl’s dress until she arosg
the Seely asked hig'son David, or: Dave, as he was by barbarians in Park Lane, the center of ment ” by John Ruskin,
| for the Harpers a bistory of American colonial
‘morning.
** Humanity ” is well illustrated, by ‘Charles life, called * Old Times in the Colonies.”
‘usually called. * Some of them are so civilization, and were sent shivering out
into
the
dark’
cloud
again,
.
the
robbers
Warren
Stoddard’s « Chumming With « SavRev. H. 8. Burrage, editor of Ziow's -Advo--""
| «Now, thin, Madge Lag,” setoained dead-ripe they seem 'most ready to rot.”
‘not even having the grace to conduct age,” Dickens's Doctor Marigold,” Fitz Hugh cate, Portland, Me,, is at work on a ‘, History
‘Mrs. McLaue, shaking. her finger at the
“ Well, you can fepd the —pigs—with

way was open to any child who might
curls in my hair! I do wish a fairy
see and covet the gold locket which lay
could fly right out of the sky this minute, Feady to be
picked up either. by honest or
and give me things I want? s O, dear
dishonest hands. - -And Biddy O'Hara was
me!”
>
just the child to creep up the steps as she
Little Madge sat perched on the iron
did, and with just such naughty hands as

lamps.

eh

scription,
bis easy literary style and his ‘har-

how much is to be made out of the apples

If it's book-learning you want you shall
produced, and recoguized by the visitor have plenty ef it.”
as her own.
And Farmer Jones made it convenient
did is rather important to know, because
“It must have fallen from my chain
to
send David to college, ‘““out of the
but for that pa¥ticular thing I déubt if while I talked to the child, and yet tke
this story of ‘¢ Little Madge” would have dishonest girl got hold of it, after all, be- way,” he said, ‘‘ of preaching such ridi1 culous notions.”
°
been told. A few moments more Madge fore®my little ‘match-girl had seen
it.
A
few
years
later,
however, when Ben
watched the party, climbing the fence How I wish I could find her !”
and
George
went
to
the
cider-barrel rather
again in order to see better, while Biddy,
Said the artist in reply: * Well, the
too often after it had become slightly ferin her rage over Madge’s goodluck, re- girl is coming in a day or two to
look. at
'venged herself in her own favorite way— the picture, and I will send her to you. mented, and from there to the tavern-bar
a good #lap on the little bare foot : which I bad no idea that it was you from whom for something still stronger, and he found
hung over the railing. .
the locket had been stolen. It is strange the good name he had so prided himself
‘upon was slipping away from him through
- The front door stood open, and the
‘What she and Biddy talked about after

And for the Christian soldier form

surrounding

Wren

Mr,

studies,”

that needn't be told here ; but what Biddy

And so when earth has passed from view

_And tender love of God.

* Yes,

I gave it that name to please my wife,
who brought me the girl. She was really a model in regard to honesty.” And
then he told the story of the locket, and
of the gratitude of the little girl for the
ice-cream the kind owner of the. locket

I was trying to get down.”
At last Madge finished her ice" cream,
and gave the plate to the servant, and,
thanking him (for the lady had returned

The earth and sky are true,

‘fence

Bows

said Maggie with a laugh. “A penny
for your thoughts.”
*“Yes, let's. have your wise cogitations,”
added George. ‘‘ Are you calculating

then I

picture, ealled, * The Model Match Girl.”

was scared, and stuck on the fence when

‘While to the colorsof their Lord

so

Me

want you to go upstairs with me.”
Much astonished, Madge obeyed, and money out this year and altogether.”
followed the lady up to a pleasant room,
** Count it out? What do you mean?
where a gentleman was at work amid There's nothing more jolly than when the
easels, and half-finished pictures, and the -eider-mill is going. Lots of boys are alpretty confusion of an artist's studio.” ~
ready smuicking their lips in anticipation
“Edward, you wanted a model yester- of a sip of our prime cider.” And George

the artist's studio was admiring his latest

ing to sell matches, ma'am.
And 1 just
stopped to see the fun inside here, that’s
all; and I happened tolaugh, ma’am, and

spring,

The purple of our King.

pers, and a blue sash ever

ol fel-

1

Bi
terary

arles
| Whether the
|low?” called out Ben:
** There you are | = hudley Warner, author of * In the Levant,”
RTE
oung folk
aan
working for dear life, and never a word | ete. New: Edition, revised. Boston: Hough- regu
§
recelveSt,
Nicholas
larly or notYoung
they ought by al ‘means
ton, Mifflin & Co. 12mo. PP: 496. (82. 00).
to
to say. Take things: 4 little easier, as I
bave the Christmas number,
_ [For.sale by-E. J. Lane & Ca.
It is redolent of
do. ”
5
>
¢¢ Dave's in one of his

me in her lap like you hold your little
girl. 1t must be nice to have a mother.”
: “Poor little girl, ¥ said the lady; and
then she suddenly added: * Come in-

side, please.

x

i}

How happens it so with you, little girl?" little dreaming of what would result from and short of it,”
Big Brother Daves ‘Buark-cabin on Keur- | admirable suggestions on - reviewing, and tie
fo
aiherl
her morning's work.
| ** Hoity toity'! what does all this mean? | HIES, fe.
4
and BNeTPe:
Camp series),
qUAFter trib
and the present
ston: D. 70 School& Co.
36 reviews
Rey.for the
W. pust
F. Crafts
And Madge replied, simply: fh Try- - Only a few days after that a visitor to Setting yourself up as a temperance lec- | ($1.25).
year.
Rev. W.F, Crafts contributes a timely

The olive and the red which form

fun!

tears, and

ss

she aske

So from the depths of sorrow’s night

E;LITTLE

z

rin _ the | one to fill a bashel- basket of’ reilly tempt,J

three stolen handkerchiefs and her heart ver dollar for half a day’s standing in one (A taste for liquor.”
position before the artist, who was de«Of all things!” And Ben and George
a guilty feeling that weighed like lead.
Meanwhile the lady had sent a servant lighted ‘with _his model, and made a joined in an uproarious laugh at David.
out to release Madge from her .predica- charming likeness of her, maiches, rag* Laugh away, boys,” but 'it's a fact.
ment, and bade him also .to bring the ged dress, bare feet, and all. The child ‘Cider, first sweet, then strong hard ‘cide
child to the door. There she gave Madge left the locket with her new friend to be has in many, many instances been pb
a plate of ice cream, and told her to sit taken care of until she. might find the to be the first. .wrong step in a_drunkard’s
down on the step and eat it.
‘It is late owner, and thep went erying matches life. And I for one don't mean to gather
through the streets, with a happy heart, apples for the cider mill; that's the -long
for so young a child to be out alone.

Be joyful in the Lord.

dear! such

from

frightened Biddy, who had 1really nothing
to be afraid of, only that her pocket held

Be faithful unto death.

Qur colors may

Can't

harm, ma'am.
TH goas soon asl can
get loose, please, lady.”
** Arrah, thin, Madge Lay, if ye bethray me here, I'll have it out wid ye af-

Fant not, but trust

In God, thy strength and shield.

The dawn of peace may

little girl?

kindly words ‘and tone, and she answered: ¢ Please, lady, I wasn’t a-doin’ any

-

And beauty of the field, =

The glory of the cross.

:

The, lady

“I'ma’am, and I wish I had a mother to hold

‘“ What is the trouble,

The blue expanse, which overspreads
The world that lies_beneatk,
In constant patience ever pleads:

”

;

you get down ?”
* Whist aisy, Madge. Don't spake a
wurrid for yer life!” was. whispered by
Biddy from her hiding plate.
-.But- Madge's fright vanished at the

Speaks hopefully:

_.

“& Skirt, Biddy | traces of Madge's

; »f EMMA7, WIMAX,

Symbolic green, the living power

Oh

of

a

in- [in g fruit.
"
a caper on her toes | quired the cause as she bought kindly
and paid | + What makes you so glum,
Z

VOICES OF LIGHT. .

And God has signed it in his bow
or promise in the sky. ' .

-

:

msiches for sale.

Poor, frightened Madge!
She was
seen by the lady who called to her kindly:

Soven angels have inscribed on oath
A message from on high,

>

hor

the laugh came from.

.And friendless sons of men.
—James Russell Lowell.

©

oa

in'a vain attempt to follow her example, lady who had her locket stole, ma'am,
caught her dress in the railing and hung. and I watched where the girl hid it, and
helplBss, just asa lady, who had beer was goin’ to take it back, but I can't find
near the window; looked out to see where 1 the street,” nor house, nor Anything,

: gight

°

:

in’ such a way as made Madge laugh out- | for the matches. Little Madge replied:
right.
y
2
I was wanting to be: kissed, ma’am,
In an instant’ “Biddy dropped flat on and wishing for my mother in heaven,
the ground under the fence, while Madge and I was so—so tired with looking for a

vy
SMALL THINGS.
It may b® glorious to write
High souls,

i
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kin dance, for-lookat!” and ‘seizing what
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;

:

biographical, historical, sclontific and

political

information irom thi} entire body of forelgn |

;

who was the Ewperor: Napoleon's chief of:
staff’ have’ lately been: discovered. - These

documents huve luin for seventy

yours

undis-

foremost writersof the duy. Among its con- turbed in un old chest in Bertin, Scierul let
tributors ure the mot distinguished writ ry of ters from Napoleon are included, The more
‘the uge, in scicn , fiction, poetry, history, biy- Amportant of the papers will be publivbest Sool:
30

graphy, politics, th ology, Philésophy enticnnt | ~The Watchman.
'
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of humanity

-

expressed

by

;

to the driver:

IS ao Bho

UR

EP rate

Honest difference of opinion is no justiification fora bad spirit.
Ifone dislikes |
A financial question
is considered in
‘the spirit of another let him illustrate his the editorial columns
of the Globe-Demo«doctrine by showing a better spirit. If crat:
Ba
:
one thinks another's ways‘of work are not
One of the questions which. Congress
, thé best, let him prove the soundness of
‘his views by working sucessfully a * bet- can not avoid considering speedily is the

ter way.

question of issuing a'8 per cent bond

Illustration is better than

talk.

We clip frond the National Baptist:

Not seldom, the excessive

anxiety

tempt

Eg

of

the

sick,

among:
«When
the empress
Marie Louise was in a critical
condition,
Napoleon said to the physicians: ¢ Treat

in

.

England have

net succeeded in keeping her:3 per cents
at par. - The present g
0 these |

securities is the

the church

ity.

AND

in

said to'him :

the

PERIANDER

IS

the other, and being

Edin

Eo

at

my

watch

hi”

’

’

-

1

years, and that’s the first kind word that
was ever spoke to me.”
did not tell him it was rare for any
one to have'a chance. Yet it is very!
true that they, and all men in similar employments,
are brought into collision
daily with all sorts of. people, and especially unreasonable men and women;
their tempers are tried, and, .being men

moral

vigor-

to

BEEDE

died

The women are dressed plainly in

sible business on whom a word of kindness is lost. It costs nothing to be not

brightrcolored stuff of cheap texture, and

-almost-invariably wear light shawls over

only civil, but polite. There
ence in the meaning of civil

. their heads, instead of bonnets., I have
(never seen such remarkable faces as

virtue

a firm

of corporal punishment

Washington,

It will be a sad time when men.

in

this

where

the

police

is

more

"efficient.

we shall be obliged, as a judge
yesterday
on .the bench, to
law

into

our

own

hands, if thereis

better enforcement of
ties.
All this

it by

the

well as to those whom

his superiors.

~courses :
1
Be
we
All people well brought up, but not too
‘well, know what it means socially by

word of

is a differand polite,

ily

to.

pr

nes,
the law, of love, does
a just man to let wrong go

and hel

8.

it that ‘righteousness
Observer.
J..:%

Y.

future.

praise

for

well-doing'

be

his

was

had been earned, and

built in 1791,
We

all

along

that

the

ad

excellence

;

y

wife

of dt

*¢ well dene”

said

by a stranger:

pathy with a

had sym-

humble servant trying to

be

faithful in the ¢ few things” given him

he

stays

a

little

to

black

longer

line

on

and

4d

looks

railroad

"*

of his

the

he

this membry

Hemorrhages.,

H. F. DICKEY.

of Bro. William ArMich., April 5, 1880,
born in Londondary,
when 14 years of age

sto

¢* visiting,”

when the other personal qualifications
are
mutually agreeable.
Cousinship,
far

when he sits on his throne of judgment.

instance, was a very ingeniousand happy

—

Findley, of the Presbyterian.
the home of her parents, at

one. of the first
Christian. life

Catarr h.

ride by the hour, in which cage you gre

stay all day,”

as

‘The, sympathetic nature

:

of

Sores,

an

x

wet.

ema

ga

erty to get another

you leave-him.]

more if I leave

passenger

«How long will you want
guiréd.
aia

Tt wal
[i

oi

usefulness was developing fortheir future

They have. dost an affectionate, only

overtaking

inflamed or
Earache,

to

a chronic

noth-

i
v

esd
3
0
I
oh4

———
i
en

ve

ay
Vy

as soon

as

me?” he
A
"

fal

-in'

"turn-out.

‘‘ A uicé’horse, yours, doctor,

very

valuable beast that.

But what makes him wag

his tail so,

* Why, as you asked me,

doctor?”

'T will tell you.

It.is for the same

reason that

your tongue’ wags »0—a sort of natural weakness.”
:
J
;
:

|, A New Hampshire woman has .a. husband
who is addicted to joining secret societies. One
of her exasperated . outbursts is thus reported:

__L* dine! he'd jine
a
a"
:
"
Pai

a

anything: There can’t nofh= |
RE
2

a
“

a
1 SINE
we
-

».

t

was

. She

was

Works, N. H,, and sister of Hon. John S, Run-

Sore

rman

so

¢

3
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further
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thorough.
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and

Extract
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for both sexes.
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It can be used without-the slightest fear of harm,
quidkly alaviig all inflammation and soreness
ut pain.
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lishments for a Jargé ‘sphere: of usefulness,

was not suited

sure cure.

heat and pain
it is unrivaled, and should be lept in every family
ready for usein case of accidents. A dressing of
our Ointment will id in healing and prevent

t was with no small degree of ‘interest “that
she and her husband were welcomed to the

Tittle church at

Itisa

Scalds.

and

Burns

friends, can never hope Lo' see. such. a.
brfak=..
repaired.
Mrs. Findley was a lady of r re
mind and heart, fitted by education and aceoni-

an old

sexes.

ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. Fall term

ge
WLLL 3 it will rig
healing, softening and in keeping out the'ajr,

who has been to them always a comfort ogra,
blessing, and all, husband, parventsy br
hy

nellg, of DesMoines, Iowa.
She united with
‘her father’s church at the age of eleven, and
thus early developed a:marked Christian char:
acter: She stood. high as’ a pupil at New.

well,

ing for thé return trip, because heig at lib-

-of the most genial of poets. He denieg |

traveler,

fit

fee if he serves me

‘to the time when he is discharged:

one

bumptious

Iowa, where a large

i

Ulcers,

settled in his new home in 8 promising’
at Indianola,

In.

The Extract is the only specific
for this disease, Cold in
Head-

her husband
just become

daughter of Rev. John Runnells, pastor of the
Freewill Baptist Church at Tamworth Iron

law allows him ‘only one dollar an hdut" up,

Longfellow engages the attention of the
:
‘New-York Ztmes :
Longfellow, as is well known, is one of

FA

both

ternal | T EBANON ACABPEMY.—Pupils fitted for bust:

Sprains
and .Bruises.
cooling
and
Use our Ont

all

pay one dollar:an hout/#s long as you ride: 'Présbyterian minister, whose nag was much
My practiceis to give the‘driver an ‘extra -fatigued, quizzed the old gentleman on his’

|'him at a (tistance from his stand.. But the,

the poet

the most amiable of nienus well as

to

beckons

(25 cents) and

&o. Our * Catarrh Cure.” specially prepared
to meet serious cases, contains all the curative
Popertieset the Extract ; our Nasal Syringe
nvaluable for use in catarrhalaffectioas, iS simp.
and unexpansive.

Church, died at
Tamworth “Iron

stroke is indeed a heavy one for
and her aged parents,y He had

whole-souled visiting on a safe. basis.
A burly driver, one day last week, invitBat this is not always necessary. The ed me to ride in his cab, . Telling him I just in the most interesting part “of the MInsold-fashioned
New
England gentility, would take hip by the hour, I stepped in ter’s prayer, startled the congregation by pipup, ‘Mamma, where is the dog?’— New
than which wo shall never know any bet- .a8 he held oped the. door. * [The law re~]| ing
ll
Se
ter, reached its hight of ¢ordialify in the ‘quires.-you to mention that you wish to Herveven Register.
invitation between neighbors. to * come
and make a visit; bring your work and

and

pode fom o

syringes

the Extract promptly.
lay is dangerous.

the finest and-best-endowed institution of the Works, N. H., Nov. 11th. = After biddifg all a
kind in the-world. The grouads cover an area | tender farewell, she repeated as
last testiof 14 1:2 atres, and there will be 28 buildings mony for him she had so earnestly and faith-inthe enclosure.
For it and for’ a eelored fully endeavored to follow; ** Blessed are the
orphan usylam, Mr. Hopkins left $4,000,000. + pure in heart for, they. shall see God.” This

order that' he mighy sit perfectly stilt and keep
is" little chatter
between his teeth, he was told
"that a big dog would bite him if he didn’t keep
that quiet;
The little fellow, .cast
several
glances up nd down the aisle, and at last,

A MAN QF ANOTHER SORT.

-gontrivance for establishing considerable

me,”

Our Nasal

MRs, ABBIE M., wife of Rev. Thomas M.

La

“It is said that the male wasp does not
sting.
But as a male and female wasp. wear
the same Kind of polonaise, and look as much

for

the Institution 18 the best commeréial college in
New England.
Telography a Specialty. Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 28,
1880. Winter Term begins Nov.
15 1680. Spring
Term Begins Jan. 3], 1881. Summer Term begins
Apr. 18,1881. Summer Term closes June 28.
d
fox Catalogue to
;
REV. A. B, MESERVEY, Principal.

Diphtheria & Sore Throat.

She with

loying ones
to meet her on the other shore.

d.

halers (31.00) are great aids 11 arresting in
bl eeding.

B.-S. Moopy.

children to eome unto

It is claimed that, when completed, the
, Johns Hopkins Hospital in Raltimore will be

of study

“NTEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
ton,
N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with Sight associate teachers.” Regular

Nose, or from any cause, is speedily controlled and

ministers.
She leaves an aged companion,
ehildren
to
S :
par¥
et ilde B and psgrandchildren
andcaharen—+to
re;
the Lord give them sustaining grace:

do. And if he and his wife read the Bible,. .glike ‘4% twins, the only way to distinguish
as I hope they do, they will remember that their sex is to catch one. - If it stings you it is
if not, it is a gentleman,—Norf¥skindness to the least, even to children and a female;
town Herald.
to strangers, is Seen of the Great Master,
It was his first appearance at church, and in
and will not lose its reward in’ the day

. hand, is the next thing to kinship. Kinship derives its value mostly fronr the

ORRHAGES., ~

Hide,
&c.
ar
for use‘when removal of clothing is in
nflammal
.
’
Bleeding from the

nts)
veni
cases.

approval and esteem of all with whom she
associated. Her house was always a home for

to

Spring

urses of study

E. G. CILLEY.

at

courses

Seeks wil SEMINARY.
Fall Term -of 12
weeks will commence: September 7. Full
boa:
of teachers and course of study. Students
are’ fitted for-teaching and for college. Business
course
complete ang
practical.
Admits.
c
both -sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
\
>

INFLAMMATION AND HEM-

rain

map

Scientific

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.

"THE GREAT VEGETABLZ

ap-

culiar peopléein Alaska is their aversion to salt, . which they will not eat in any form.
I have.
died. in Georgetown,
seen them, when offered a choice piece of | - SUSAN E. fagko
Me., Aug. 14, agedd7 years, 6 months. Susan
| corned-beef on the vessei; taste it, and, on
was a person of prayer, and we trust has gain.
‘finding thatit had been salted spitout the mouth
ed the Christian’s rest..
ful with a wry face and throw the remainder on

’

MADE
ckrRal INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
cal,

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

<

record our

-

R

to. go hence
to meet him:

That we will evér cherish

5

will be convinced that there is but one way

in better condi-

instruction. ‘With three
courses 8 of of sl study. " The 8 ‘Classical,
and English Course, For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
. IRVING B. SMITH.

1

No prin
y. arranged

thorough work in Academic Instrue-

term, June 16,

and meek, quiet disposition secured to her -the-

:

felt confident

go,—New Orleans Picayune.

a

indeed a stranger, but one who

Hom

Wyoming Co, New

This schoel was never

Winter terms commences Noy. 1,1880, and Jan,

in the Lord's

ganized in that place, she was
to unite with it. Her uniforfi

A house in Woodbury, Ct., has recently
been re-shingled for the first time since it was

en-

work was over. - And they had a secret

joy in the thought that

York.

The church of

and united with the F. B.' church.

¢ Mine, miner, minus!”
This is the geperal
upshot of speculation in mining stock.

straight

to do the same and more in the

Probably he told

DIKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
tion for

a

her family moved to Jamestown, Mich., over
20 years ago, and when the church was or-

FAOTS AND CURIOSITIES,

|

place on

SISTER ARNOLD; wife
nold, died in Jamestown}
aged 78 years. She was
N. Y., embraced religion

not require.
unpunished,

prevails.—N.
i
;

we gladly

in the Star.

Kkind-

236 South Third 8t., Philadelphia.

.

Goueational,

_ Sold by Druggists everywhere.~ Truth.

of his example as" one ‘worthy of imitation.
4, That a copy of these resolutions be given to Sister Beede und\that they be published

ublic henefactor who sees to

apr

when he went home, after, his long day of

Thusiness relationship (in ‘society) between parties. Visiting, on the other
of solid

knows

The conductor on whom I dropped a,

visiting and *‘going visiting.” Visiting
is not ** calling”, any more than buying’
_.a farm is shopping. A call is a mere
social counter, a kind of currency of
+ social exchange, establishing
.a certain

fact that it admits

he

;

26134

Christian character as evinced by his deep humility, his strong faith in
God, his liberality in
supporting the gospel and’ his consistent life
before the world,
pa
A

aathori-

Rr
is to say, that the law of

That

preciation of the worth

no

‘Shelf.—THE w0ST

her family to mourn their loss.

2.

remarked
take the

i

FOR THE

ga For Catalogue address K. Bachelder,
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary. .
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

in a better world above,

And

WANTED

it.

N.'X.

24,1r81;

monished to greater ‘diligence

city reach the conclusion that they must
take the law into their own hands.
But
our houses, our persons and property are
not adequately guarded, while we axe paying taxes far greater than other -cities pay

AGENTS

-

Rochester,

a man of sterling integrity

service, so that when elir time
shall come, we may be prepared

of

Address,R. 8, HARTZFELL & 00.

the friends of

of Kidney-Wort now offer that well known
remedy in
both Liquidand "Dry f forms.

which he Was a member unanimously adopted
the pijowing resolutions: —
"_ Whereas our dear
Bro.
Periander Beede
has been removed from us by death, therefore, |
Resolved, 1.
That by his death we are ad-

what

difficulties

the market.

& CO.,

;

and Christian fideland . respected. He
leaves an aged companion, one daughter and

I did. .No .policeman came to my help or
his, though he made an outcry that might
have been heard some distance.

of Rare

Zecpers.
ons more 8144.87 tn ton
2 days.
bys.
No freight priv inby

at the time of his death. Brother Beede was

in certain

3

1S

was chosen deacon in 1854, which office he held

believer in the:

Largest bottle in

a

‘Liquid or Dry.
Some people prefer to purchase medicines in
the dry state so that they can see for ‘themselves that they are purely vegetable.
Others
have not the time or desire to prepare the
medicine, and wish it all ready to use.
To accommodate
each * class the proprietors

<ethose of some of the old Mexican women although at the root they are nearly the
JILLIAN, daughter of Charles F. and Hattie
deck in disgust. No matter how putrid a
swhom I havé met upon the, stréet.w They same word, And the thought that the the
Me, Oct. 31, of
of seal muy be, they eat it,
raw and “G- Burr, died in Auburn,
are simply indescribable, and are more “more cultured a man is, the more unwill- whale
membraneous
croup; aged 5 years, 10 months,
unseasoned, with evident relish,—New York
Lillian was a hright and ‘inferesting cbild,
*like the remarkable faces painted by the ing he should be to let any .other man Herald Letter. g
the favorite of all who knew her. The parcuts
«old Italian masters than any Ihave before excel him in politeness, will impel every
thoughtful persen to be kind, gentle and | Let a. man oncé look. at the printing in a are great mourners, and many others sorrow
seen.
*
railroad office and he will
immedidtely be
that sbe has been summoned
hone.
But Lilcharitable to his equals and inferiors as convinced that he ought to go somewhere. If lian
rests with Him who- said, *‘ Suffer little
“ Going visiting” is the theme on
«which the Springfield Republican dis-

assure

3

WiLLiAM H. Brsaop died in’ Mt. Vernon,
would come along when the dry weather was
ous sense there can hardly be said to be a
October 4th, aged 60 years and 28 days.
He
over.— Boston Transcript.
national sentiment against Mormonism.
had been feeble for some time but appeared
A telephone operator, when asked to say
The public as-a whole think little about
better the day before his sudden departure.
grace at a dinper the other day, horrified the “No one was present but his wife to w@kpess his
it, and are more disposed to be curious
party, in a fit of absent-mindedness, by bowing
death,
no kind word of counsel or adwice was
than indignant or alarmed ; but that there
his head snd shouting, ¢ Hello! hello!” Force
leftto cheer or comfort his wife and children.
is an underlying interest in the subject is
of habit.
:
Fr
«
Bat his life was a living epistle, ‘known and
evinced in many ways, and has been
The: following advertisement appears in a read by them, which gives.them the assurance
shown recently by the stage taking up of little culture, they easily ‘give way to Canadian
tbat he rests from his labors and sufferings,
newspaper:
** Will the gentleman
the question, a pretty sure sign that it has! ill temper, and say and .do what they ‘who stole my melons last Saturday night be and that he has gone to that rest that remains
They
speak
hastily,
and
get
‘to
the people of God. Bro. B. was a worthy
not.
generous enough to return to me a few of the
a dramatic if nota tragic concern in the [ought
member of the F. B. church at West Mt. Verthe reputation of being morose and bru- seeds, as they are a choice variety?’
public mind.
non, and when others of the church chose to
tal,
;
os
“¢ Did you ever,” asked a brother humorist
take other papers, he took the Sta? as hisondy
Yet there is not'a set of men in the of Josh Billings, * stand at the hall door after weekly visitor. His sudden death left many
A correspondent of the New York Tvi- ‘world who need more to be treated with your lecture, and listen to what. the people sad hearts, but it falls most heavily on his wife
bune writes concerning the capital of forbearance, charity and kindness, than said about it as they passed out?” ‘I did and four children. May the Lord sanctify this
replied“ Josh, (a pause and a sigh) -afitiction to the.good of the community and esthese men on the. car, omnibus and stage —once,”
. New Mexico:
:
pecially to the family.
Funeral services by
Exposed to all weathers, worked “but Pll never do it again!”
:
J. E.
«+t The streets of Santa Fe are “strikingly lines.
A Western Judge recently sentenced a man | the writer,
early
and
late,
with
scant
time.
to
eat
and
I
.
appearance
in
n
un-America
foreign or
to imprisonment for life. Before removil from
NATHANIEL EDWARDS
died in Newfield,
do not now refer so much to their archi- to sleep, ‘separated largely from social ‘the court, the prisoner exclaimed that the
| was no gentleman.
The
indignant -Me., Oct. 20th,aged80 years, 5 months and 16
‘tecture, of which [ haye already written, and domestic relations, tempted to ig- Judge
‘The deceased was born in Gorbam, Me.,
as to the people to b¢ met with and the dulge in strong drink and rarely receiv- Judge promptly added two years to the sen- days.
moved to Parsonsfield, where he lived some
;
g
-scenes to be witnessed. The Mexicans ing religious instruction, it is not strange tence,
{Sixty years. - About two years ago his daugh‘What's the use—what on earth, we say, is ter Martha and her husband, though in humhave comparatively little European blood if they become worse than other laboring
the
use
of
talking
about
art
culture
out
West
men.
But
some
of
them
are
sober,
inble circumstances themselves, took him, with
vin their veins, and a majority of them
it is an open secret that a certain rich
their mother, to their home in N., and. providshow their Indian origin in every feature. telligent, Christian men, industrious, fru- when
mining
man
recently
sent
to
Florence
for
a
ed for him well in life and death.
The moth‘Themen dress like Americans, having, gal and saving; with families well cared copy of the Venus. of Mile, and when the stat- er yet lives and is with them. May the Dblesswithin the past quarter of a century, dis- for, and for whom they- have all the affec- ue was delivered actually sued the railroad com- ings promised those children who thus honor
for mutilating a work of art, and, what is their father and mother rest on them,
Mr; E,
carded the gayly colored sash and broad tion of the best: of«“fathers. To “speak pany
more, recovered large damages?
experienced religion while with these children,
sombrero which used to be universally roughly to such men is fearfully wrong.
and died with a good hope of Heaven,
:
But there are few men in any respon
One of the most remarkable traits of this, pe

worn.

per bottle.

H. H. WARNER

the deceased, that they have our prayersand
sympathies.
:
;
D. K. HELTERBBAN, Q. M: CL.

aiid

in

We

Leaf

the Kidneys, Liver and Urinary Organs. For
Female
Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and
during Pregnancy
it has no equal. If restores
the organs that make the blood, and hence is the
best Best Blood Purifier.
It is the only
known remedy that cures Bright's Disease. For
Diabetes, use Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at $1 25

have begin may be matured by us, in. a wiy
that may be satisfactory, and we be counted

faithful stewards.

Tropical

‘Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all

:

‘bear the
blirdens of additional work, will labor to
re for the interest left to us that
their places maybe filled, and the work they |

{

with the 1st F\ B, ¢hnirchin Corinth.
In 1836
he united with the East Orange F'. B. church,

be foun

cases, I proceeded to=but' no matter

Ei

swered :

addition

=

Vt., Sept. 19th aged 70 years and 10 months.
"Bro. Beede experienced religion in 1828, was
baptized by Rev. Stephen Leavett and united

3
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IT

* ¢ Jt was very kind in you to take such
d care of those children.”
!
He did not know just how to take the
remark, fearing that I was making light:
of it, and asked
what I meant.
I repeated it and added that it was very
pleasant to see him so considerate . ¢.f
children that were fora moment in his
care. He was touched, and the “tears
actually moistened his eyes as he an-

The: Inter-Ocean speaks of the twin
relic of barbarism :
’
It is not alone polygamy, therefore,
which is objectionable in the Mormon
system, but its organic structure, which is
‘at war with'the principle of entife loyalty
to the government.
Perhaps this is not
the only system open to the same objecIn its active,

WHEN

family that ought not to let children so
small go on the cars unattended. If parents are unable to send -some one with
their little oaes, they should keep them
.|
at home.
ls
oe
‘The conductor took them in’ charge,
-stepped off the car with them, and placed
them safely on the sidewalk. His careful attention to the children struck me so
pleasantly that, when he returned to his
place and the car was again in motion, I

Prussia are not usually separated by distinction of race, but the Jews are so separated from: both.
The promiuénce of
Jews in politics, “journalism, and business, tends to rouse the envy of the more
slow-going Teutons.

tion, but Mormonism has this In

MEDICINE

were nicely dressed, and evidently of a

flashes up once in a while in the national
councils; although both government and
* .opposition unite in declarations of ‘the
substantial, civil and social equality of all

sense of the nation.

he per-

was wanted?
But as I had the rogue in.
onehand and a cane of just the right size in

‘On a Sixth-avenue street car, going
down town, the conductor stopped for
‘two little children to get off. They

and

sects. - Catholics and * Evangelicals”

HEROIC

i

words, VERSES are inadmissible.

At length, quiek asa

Of course there was none

NEEDED.

" From the Springfield Republican:
Prejudice against the Jews is for the
. most part a Suriosity in this country, but

quite strong,

MORE

/

| Whoever heard of one being near when hel jty ‘universally esteem

"SPEAKING A KIND WORD.

some churches, seriously weaken some
temperance societies, and other phases
of benevolent work, The only way is, to
go ahead and let people talk.
ik

:

Simple

Value, and is a POSITIVE
emedy for all the
diseases that cause Paths dn the lower part of the
body—for Torpid
Liver—Headaches-Jaundice—

“Whereas since our last session, Rev. O. Hix,
of Keokuk Cog, a brother of earnest piety and
warm sympathies, kind hearted and true, and
Rev. A, G. Stebbins, of Wapello Co., a broth-

at the rate of FOUR CENTS “PER LINE of eight

ing him off, looked about for a policeman.

applied would, it is to be feared, thin out

warmest sympathies,

PARTICULAR: ‘NOTICE. Obituaries should: be

chain, and cried, “I'll have your watch.”
I seized the rascal by the collar, and hold-

NS

Is made from a

social and moral welfare a saving power, and
the country a loyal and true friend.
We tender the bereaved family and. relatives, our

'\ HANDS:®
: 'BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
One evening, this week, I was walking ONE HUNDRED WORDS; and for those sent by perin one of the sideistreets on Murry Hill, sons who do’ Hit patronize the ‘Morning Star, it
just eut of Fifth avenue. ; A newsboy 1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy

flash, he made a bold grab

for ‘doing’ too much talking
in the
neighborhood.” Sucha rule universally

but in exdiffegence.

@bituaries.

TAKING ‘THE LAW INTO ONE'S OWN

begging me to buy.

con-

and excel-

happy, as each was devoted to the other,.
both living exalted Christian Itves, ‘giving
token of great usefulness in whateyer sphere
they should be placed. It would Db! impossi= |

5

sisted in urging me to buy it, and kept on
for a whole block, holding the paper up and

church

‘to other features which shock

in

these

5

same paper, which I refused, but

“Thins in its old records the mention of a

in Germany it is still

civilize

offerec the evening paper, which I bought
and went on.
Another boy offered the

The Christian at Work says :.
woman being excluded from

Marshal, we

tortions.

debt

even

a

A South Carolina Baptist

the . Mayor's

the

and

not venture to
to one so highly bred;
and so, the patient died. ~
.
rs

to

barbarians, who are now a terror.to those
who are'compelled
to submit to their ex-

wealth and progperityof

of sickness that required a vigorom treatment—a treatment that the p ysicians did
j
|
a 3

imposition

has

at a low rateof interest,

bad to"pay

street, editors, were both slender,
pression of face there- was a vast

The Sabbath-schiool concerts, entirel

under her direction, ‘were frequent

Jent. She'wds married to- Rev. Thomas M.
“Findley, June 18th, 1879, a ‘union, the -most |

chills,fever and night-sweats were all gone! My

of the driver and the proprietor

flicts and complications

Europe,

choir.

hidden

station, Alabama, sends‘ ‘without solicitation,
and for publication, astatement of ‘the results
of its use in her case; from which we make 4
single extract. She says, ¢ In four days after
commencing to inhale the Compound Oxygen,

a

might in the course of time

succeeded in fundingan enormous.

her
as if she were the wife of a small
shopkeeper;” and the charge was the
wise utterance of one who knew human
nature. Not seldom you hear of*3" tase

carries

moved by insular position from the conof

along that’s dark:and sly and

to - ; appetite, which before was at its lowest ebb,
violate the law and‘ extort money by a soon became good, My’ strength increased
very rapidly, and improvement has been steadfraud.
It would have been as siily~to try
er of sterling worth, and firm faith in God, and
kindness on these "two ruffians as to talk ily going on ever since the first inhalation. the -cause of -right, have been removed by
y cough slowly became milder, and to-day I ‘death to their rewards en high, therefore,
softly to a grizzly bear, and it required can truthfully say that I am almost a well womResolved, That while we feel the loss of the
some degree of firmness ‘and self-sacrifice
an.” Send for our Treatise on Componnd Oxyto drag them to justice.
If every citizen gen. It will be mailed free. Drs. Starkey & fathers as they enter into their rest, and reap
the reward of the Fathers, as He pronounces
who is thus imposed on would take down
Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelthe ¢ 'Well_done,” for their sakes we cheerfully
: submit.fo our bereavement.
the number of the hack, and report the phia, Pa. =
‘We will strive to

redemption of all outstanding bonds as
they fall due, wiiha view to the ultimate.
fanding of the whole national debt at that
rate of iuterest, In the history of the
of | world only one nation, an _exogptionally

prov

Greeley, though slightly stooping, looke

lie on its face, .and I revoke your license.”
He gave the proprietor a suitable reproof,
and the partied retired.
In this case there was a deliberate "at-

friends and physiciansis hostile to the rich and ‘prosperous ‘ome, and one re!
most pak

¢ Your statement

Pe A

ak

Terente.

Sa

bi bs
jonas
Beat mrss rh

and to possess:to the fullest the familiar

5

ESS

when

and ‘write.

ee

8, 1880.

to get in, he’d jine it all the suddener.”
Greeley and Bennett, when they,were Ann-

time it takes |

Bh LS

eh

as soon 48 he could get in; and, ifhe

3

HE

HE

——

ble for two persons to take strenger bold
peo- qo
of the hearts of 4 community than they, and:
~¢ Will you
pay me for coming back?”
ple squarely in the face, while ‘Bennett, whe
we are assured that no one ever held a higher
¢¢ Certeinly,
if that is the law.”
was four inches taller, stood bolt .urpright, but
regard and more enduring love than she had‘in
> “I won’t go unless you promise to pay
fixed hiseyes downward as though to conc#hl ber native home. To the: bereaved husband
me return fare; so you may get.out.”
his repulsive features. - Bennett walked stifily
and family, it can be said, that though broken
and carried a cane. Greeley would have feit
He then called the proprietor of the cab,
and sorrowing, they have an- abiding consolaas
awkward
with
the
latter
as
he
would
with
who confirmed
his action, and I was comtion, and though the future may look dark;
‘a
sword.
Bennett
dressed
neatly.
Greeley
pelled to get out and seek another conveythere is no cloud buf has a silver
was a sloven. Benuett wrote a legible hand remember
lining.
Trust to that infinite love which
ance. On my way home, I called at Roem
(he was once a teacher), while Greeley’s cali- orders our ways,
:
Com,
No.7, City Hall, where the Mayor's Mar=
graphy was abominable. . As an editor Ben-4
shal
is .always to be. found,
and re- nett’s forte was to dictate, while Greeley’s was
At the last session of the Van Buren. (Iowa)
ported, these
facts, with the number of to write. The Herald's. best articles were
Q. M., held Oet. 22, 23, 24, the following resoby the ptaft, while the 7ribune’s thun- lutions
the cab, which I had carefully made“a nates _done
were adopted:
oir
of. The Marshal made an appointment for | derbolts bore the stamp i) of its chiet.— The Her
Whereas in the providence of ‘God, the Hon.
mit of New York.
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Nis
12 o’clock noon, next day, when he. would
Charles Dudley, of Agency City, has been fak.
v
4
bave the parties before him.
I attended
en from us by death, therefore,
Ges
Prompt Action of Compound Oxygen
Resolved, That while we resignedly submit to
and they -were on hand.
I repeated
| the will of .him who never érrs, We feel that the
in Lung Diseases.
the facts.
They made
their statements,
Q. M. has lost.one of its wisest counsellors,
and I replied by saying:
¢* Mr. Marshal,
Fhe promptness with which Compound Oxy- "Christianity one of its strong defenders,the temthere is not one’ word of truth in what gen acts in throat and lung diseases is very re- perance cause one of its most efficient workers,
these men have said.”
The Marshal said markable. ' Mrs, Alice A. Daniels, of Ramsey’s the churcha father in Israel, humanity’ in its

any human creature seems so
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bat he’ll jine it. If anybody should get up a
society to burn his house down, he'd jine it just

to come back here?”
“If the law allows it to you, I will.”

and ten, or older still, happily and suc- that he can not entertain it for monstrous
cessfully occupied in political or literary- He has the gift of sympathy to aan moment.
unlimilabors. - Idleness, whether in youth or ited degree; and his host of visitors
«OT age, is the parent of many ills.
enjoy the ‘ample, benefit of it. Unlike
most scholars and men of fastidious taste,
“There is something admirably sensible he appears to be. a practical = democrat,

in the following paragraph from the San
Francisco Evangel :
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“On Murry Hill,” I said.

They have tried to persuade him to, withhold himself in a measure from
fhe general public; but he invariably replies
that-it would be unkind not to see everybody who has taken the trouble to visit
‘him. The very idea of being unkind to
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“ Where will you) leave me,

they fairly swarm in and “about Boston.
actually
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« Probably two hours, as I have several

not as agreeable as they might be. Lion
bunters abound in every community;
The poet's houseis

a

calle to make.”

these are, as may be supposed, persons
he has never heard gf, yg many who are

Among the requisites for growing old
out the following: ©
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himself to none of his numberless visitors
at his home at Cambridge, and he is
-consequently overrun with them. Among
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mall for two silver dimes,
or seven SF Heal
Adress
R. W. SBhoppell, No.60 Bible House, New York,

of
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. For sale by all druggists, and E.

dent-elect Garfieldis “averse to selecting a

States provide that the electorul colleges of the
‘several States shall meet the first Wednesday

Weste

Worship,

FORE
ORTES.

PIANO

ments and contributions.

A Grand Holiday Gift-Book of 100 Pages,

9c;

choice 11 @ 12)c¢; Worcester
@ 9c.
Bl
¥ dozen 29a30c; New Yorkand
Canada, fresh stock 28 @ 29c;

8% @ 9¢; Evapora

medi-
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DRIED APPLES. Soutliern, quartered, ¥
b.,4 @
4% 8 6c; New York,
rk, sliced 5 @ bio;
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this Jelly than by doable the quantity of the liquid

Their

on Wednesday and Thursday.
an
. The national debt was decreased $3,609,261.23
during the month of November.
‘
2

Georgia’s electoral vote is in a curious. con-

December th
of the. month,
proclamation in
and vo Ele

Affections, use Downs’

.

A heavy snow-storm visited. New

6

leatuncd for Sabbath

re—

TURE,” etc., ete. ;—in all, thirty-tiree depart-

Country,¥ bbl, $400 8 500;

Cape 85 50 @ 6 08:

address. Seth W.

oil, and the most delicate stomach

completed their work on Wednesday * when |
messengers were chosen to convey. the resords
of their action to the President of the U, 8.

' Georgia's Vote Probably Lost.

in Dégember
and cast the vote,
code provides that the Governor

the medicine

secured to the patient by

The question of \Gentral Park, New York"
city, as the site of the World’s Fair in 1883, is
under consideration.
HEN
The Electoral (Jolleges of the various States

' ings have been held in Massachusetts at which
the present condition of the tribe and their
longing to refurn to their native dwellingplace have been represented by leading Chris
tian
gentlemen and by a ‘young Ponea 'gisl
pin 4.8 % Bright Eyes.” .
=."

dition,
and it is thought by leading
and lawyers in Atlanta that it will

Lung

Isle.

meet-

skim

Bed,
¥ bbl., $300 @ 325;

stood the test of fifty years, and has not been found
wanting.
:
7

whisky

Boycott has left Ireland for a'safer home

axl

‘Poncas

Several

dealers

: “For. Coughs, Colds, - Croup,

between

into Italy,

factory,

cas,

CraknErmiEs,

in the stable and always at hand Henry

England. It is reported that arms have been
.80ld to an extraordinary extent in the Emerald

The movement, inangurated 18 Boston, with

-the object in ¥iew to restore ‘thie

Thames

135; Green

ONIONS.

& Johmson’s Arnica and O11 Liniment, as
it is the best yemedy for Hurts, Bruises, Strains,
ete...
;

The $5,000,000 which England expends this
year in fox-bunting would, if properly applied,

Simplon mountain,

of civilized life on the ground they inbab:

has received over 1,500 signatures; they
have the necessary 2,000.

Alps from Switzerland

occupa

i

“Keep

There is to be another tunnel through. the

leave them

upon the lands they occupied, provided such
lands were capable of yielding
them sustenance by agriculture or pastoral pursuits, and
to begin and follow up the
practice of intro-

the

selling
hop

the

@

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.

mass

A sculling match on

Western

@2 10; Sweets, Jerseys 2 25 @ 2 50.

Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters are a superior combination of Barks, Roots and Herbs not
ajthined by any other manufacturers of Bitters.

dis-

met in

prohibiting

13

If

be too late. Dr. N. G. White's, Palino-

is progressing in
from Georgia that
Sandersville.

Bb.

115

THUR AND HIS KNIGHTS,” ‘by Sidney Lanier;
one of Frank R. Stockton’s inimitable FAIRY
STORIES; the “ TREASURE-BOX oF LITERA-

@.23
@ 20

55858¢; Peerless 43850c ;Sweets,Norfolk,¥bbl 1 75

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousand
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint,
ls, Humors, Fémale Complaints,

Hanlan and Laycock, the companion of Trickett from Australia , has been arranged for the
17th January...

for the Indians, and more in accordance with
justice, as well x8 a wise expediéncy, to res

» da ucing among them

in

#

SE-not}

strations of which rival DORE'S; * KING AR- |

thousands more.

banish starvation in London for this Winter.

Cheyennes and the Poncas, which, he now admits, be has found good reason to regret, adding that, * a more extensive study of the matter gradually convinced me that this
twas a
mistaker
policy "that it would be vastly better

' spect their home attachments, to

meeting

factory, choice,

es the best
|, 18 colerH onbestcompris
of the
more st of the Pd[ and ;

whether

‘the best, and by redson of its immense Mesling
OnaAY Sheol. th editions
‘edition, 105,000, the cheapest Christmas | We think andan uthe
bua)
amountof Seeks
pag oot Bios
book published. Price 30

POTATOES. Aroostook Rose,
#bu.,60865; Maine
Central Rose55@56¢; NorthernRose50855¢ ; Prolifics

every family; and used as directed, bas already
saved thousands of lives, and will yet saye

the temperance people of Washingfon® county
consolidated petition for

Northern

HAY AND Ta

Elixir is for sale by all

The ‘resignation of the Governor General of
Kosan, implicated in the_ cruelties practiced:
upon the Tartars, has been accepted by the
Russian Government.

He excnses his adoption of that theory on the |
ground of his inexperience,
It involved, he
‘says,the removal of Indian tribes and bands from
lands they occupied with: their consent, freely
' or reluctantly, and .doubtfully
given up, and in
some cases the breaking up of the beginning of

ngs

100@

Enright, the contumacious clergyman who ,
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
persisted iu his ‘ritualistic. practices, notwithconsumption, scrofula’ and general debility. The
standing his suspension by the ecclesiastical
court, has been arrested at Birmingham, Eng.,
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
and
locked up in jail.
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

The cause of prohibition
the South. Itis reported

27

Bindin

Washington Gladden, “ A
CHRISTMAS
DINNER WITH THE MAN IN THE MoON,” the illus-

PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1 00 g 1 05; Canads, common 80 e 86¢; Green Peas, Northern

4449

nary

on Saturday was from 13 to 16 per cent.

posts.

@

low Eyes, choice: 190 @200 ; Yellow
Eyes,
proved
185 § 1 9; Red Kidneys 160 @ 1 85.

street,

it may

last aggregated 1,515,300 bales, and the advance

generally prevailing that it was best for the
Indians to be gathered together upon ‘a few
large reservations, where they “could be kept
out of contact with the white population, and
where’ their peaceful and orderly
conduct

24

| Morocco

D. LOTHROP & CO., Puplishers,

there is any odor or-color or deposit in the
rine, it means disease, and requires attention
at once.
We have heard many of our friends
egk
of the remarkable power of Warner's

cine, and should be on

The speculation in cotton is exciting at New
York.
The sales since the first of September
have already exceened the total crop—which is
the largest ever. known—by over a million and
a half bales. The transactions for week before

dian affairs, he observes that when he took
charge of this department, the opinion seemed.

common to good.

3
32

for boys and girls -everywhere,

@ 20c.,
,
|
BEANS. Pea, Northern,H. P.,
¥ bu. $1 80 @ $1
90; Pea, Western, H. P.,175 @ 1 85; Pea, Western,
common to good i 60 @ 110; Medium, choice hand
picked 165 4 170; Medium, choice screened 155
@ 165; Medium, common to good 1 40 @ 1 50; Yel-

Happiness is Secured.

is being: efc.
Pamphlets free to any
party Jin Fowle & Sons,-Boston.

turbance throughout the country.

Problem.

military

Penn-

and fomenting

do

@
a

9

Lo

regular readers of thirmaguzitie

'P. E. Island
28 @ 20; Western
28 @ 2c; Limed 19

cloak, and his roistering son, Jack Frost, is
creeping in at every crevice, even’ into our
systems, and sowing seeds of death. Do not
neglect a Cold or Cough for one day even, for

2

fice, the leaven is working

The annual report of Secretary Sdhurz of the

might be enforeed by -a, few

threatens
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equally in clear
: cents.
and. legible, can.
be found
so. smill
A-brilliant: he oliday cover;.superb pictures | not
Special terms for introduction. ‘Addressa , compass
:
by the best"AmeTican artists; a capital acti
operetta for-children, “ THE LAND OF Nob,’
‘| with; words- and musie; a splendid story by 10t43eow
~~ BOSTON:
PS

«26, -@+ 28

'

orcester County,
County, common 7
EGGS. ' Eastern,
Vermont 28 @ 29c;

of a

posted which incited persecution of the Jews
and, though these were destroyed by the
po-

Department of the Interior is published.
In
the course of his remarks on the subject of In-

«
—

famine

“The prejudice against the Jews.
fanned to white heat hy the Stoecker

°

Schurz

crew

ending June 30, 1580.

through

past by the sugar planters in Louisiana to imfon Chinese labor from Cuba, but thus far it
as met with little success, owing to the opposition of Chinese consuls, and hereafter it is
likely to be almost entirely stopped.
It is -believed that the new treaty of commerce with
China will give a great impetus to the trade
between the (wo
countries.— Washington
Correspondence, Boston Advertiser.
Secretary

the

3,353,651 letters were received at the Dead
Letter office at Washington during the ‘year

consular officers in Havana to check any fur* ther emigration of Chinese labor to the South.

’

of

=

CHEESE.

prominent

A boy17 years old was locked up some time
in his home in Brooklyn until his parents
could take steps ‘to annul bis recent marriage.
1

same

Z

six

2
23

Parties havi

‘body indicates 4 disorder. of some kind.

declared in a state of siege for another year.

terms 4s are imposed upon ships of other na:
tions. * * * The Chinese authorities have. als.

ready been exerting their

of
:

wg
JA8 @

d 10 ¢ 12¢;

No remedy. for kidney; disease, heretofore
discovered,
can be ‘ted
for ‘one moment in
British schooner have been murdered by na- comparison with Warner's Safe Kidvey and
Liver Curé.—C, A. Harvey, D. D., Washingtives of the Salomon Islands, in the South
ton, D. C.
hall
as
Pacific.
i
Berlin and the neighboring towns have been | Old Winter has come with his great white

trouble

over the matter in certain quarters and such a
strong opposition to the presence of Chinamen, the settlement of the terms “upon which
they could hereafter enter the country was left
almost entirely to the United States. In return for this concession some new and imporportant comuwercial
privileges
have
bee
- granted in the second treaty, which regulites
the whole subject of commercial intercourse.
Hereafter Chinese shipping will be placed on
the same footing as that of the most favored
nations. It is expected that the duties paid
last summer, under protest, on the Chinese
vessel which put in at San Francisco, will be
refunded.
Within a week-% “second Chinese
vessel will arrive at San
Krancisco, and will

be allowed to enter that port upon

visits

N. Y. and Vt. straight dairies
Common to fair dairy lots...

Price, Large Faition; sloth bindis.
$1.00. Extra Cloth,
Red Edges, 81 35"

$2.00
| Small Edition, g,ClothGiltBinding,sy 60
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13%¢; Northern factory, fair to good HX @ 12%¢;
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and

‘Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, and are convinced
there is nothing so certain and valuable for
country
in such numbersas they have to this;'|’
The Dukeof Medina; brother-in-law of Don} ail disrders of the urinary system, both male
China held that under the-treaty "between the
2
na
tayo nations the. right of Chinese citizens to Carlos; has been ordered to leave Spain heé- and female.
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Do.
do
common to good......15.

Ammoniated

Washington

THE WONDERFUL

Happiness is the absence of pain or annoyance, and wherever there is pain there is disease. A pain in the lower portion of the

offers $100,000 towards establishing an
undenominational Christian College and Univer
sity on the Pacific coast, provided a like sum is
raised for the same purpose by any tive, four

‘than had beefi"anticipated, owing to the. fact
that the Chinese government has. -never been or three of the evangelical denominations
«i
anxious to have its. citizens emigrate to any tint section of the country. --* .

FF

:

Do

money to invest are invited
to correspond or
on us, All necessary information regarding
the
companies and their properties will be furnished
to purchasers by GOFF,
HASTINGS & CO., Bankers

begin to recognize

:

60
700
100
285
600

Crean.ery, choice, # 1b...
Dairy packed, choice......eas

A

The Youth's Companion, of Boston, employs the same writers as the best English and
American magazines, and no other publication for the family furnishes so much entertainment and instruction of a superior order for so
low a price."

Richard Hayes McDonald, of San Francisco,’

of the United States.
The commission which
was sent to China found much less difficulty
in treating upon this branch of the subject

le-is

Summer

Western—

The offensive taste of the oil
reat objection to its use; but

trou

For sale by A. B.WILBOR,

present ad-

unqestionably

Da
5 @
7% .@
280 @
HT
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Dajry N. Y. fall made....

removed, and the whole rendered

by all druggists.

:

the covutry. has

600
60C

Dairy, Vt., fall made......

CodsLiver

sults. It is entirely free from offensive odors, is
easily applied, and the foliage soon, becomes and
wi
Bs a deep green and very luxuriant.
The
flowers are early and abandant. 1t is highly
recommended by florists. See announcement in this
paper. ;
2
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LARGE PROFITS from small investments;—
The best opportunity ever offered the public.—
Mining stocks in first-class, reliable companies,
which are sure of great advance in value and
large dividends, are now on sale -by the undersigned. Buy now at bed rock prices and t:ke advantage of
the market; remember large fortunes

shrewd men of Wall Street

com-

of Pure

LE

890
750

Buckwheat, # 100 8. o.voveanin
240 @
250
CORN. . Yellow and extra do. 67 @ 67%c; High
Mixed,'66% @ 67¢; No 2 Mixed, 54}¢ @66c; Sieamer-

megi-

announced to enter the lecture field after January 1." His subject will be ** The Beu-Adhem-

But

@
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Oat Meal, common to good Westery,...500 @
Oat Meal, fancy brands.........
2.625 @

host of certificates might be given
here to tpsiify
to the excellence and success of * Wilbor?
Liver Qil and Lime”; but the fact that it is regularly preseribed bre medical faculty is sufficient

ministration by *‘ buying
all serts of securities
ahd property, at prices which would have
seemed absurd one month ago, and they believe
that.
the general prosperity
of the country will
make their ventures profitable.
Perhaps they
‘may be mistaken a8 to speculative ventures.

ernment practically leaves the subject of regu-

,

entirely palatable.
his long acted

. ~

upon an era of marvellous prosperliy, and

660
87

562 @
562 @

or

Urinary

all' internal
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Patents, ChoiCe...cv sevssesercnrssie
en $775
Patents, common to 200d. veseiiirinnnn 650

Indiana...
Illinois. e.
but beware of St. Louis.
Corn Meal # bbl
!
-l-Rye Flour..cvs ceenves
soap

Food for Flowers are highly pleased with the re-

The first relates mainly. to | the fact?
Chinese

Compound

the oil is entirely

and business men are interpreting the meaning

New American-Chinese Treaties.

Inthe first the

Wilbor’s

health and spirits than for a long time Rast.
The New York Tribune says that capitalists

Tyo treaties have been negotiated with Chi-

Money:

450
AB

SECURITY LARGE AND PRODUCTIVE.
In ten years we have made 4,039 loans without
the .loss of a dollar. Funds
wanted to
loan on first-class security, For references
&o., send for pamphlet to J.
B. WATKINS &
CO,
Lawrence, Hansas;
or
HENRY
DICKINSON, Manager, 243 Broadway,
New York. . «
4, anata,
2630

3
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Minnesota, DAKers.eeseere dina .
innesotx and Wisconsin, fancy
. WINTER WHEATS.

Oil and LiME. The advantage of this compound
over the plain Oil is, that the nauseating taste of

Prince Bismarck is now said to be \jn better

Con-

How to Save

Morning,
Nov. £, 1880.

SPRING WHEATS:;™

It does

without

Sold by all grocers;

©

Western superfine...

Common extras
Wisconsin. .....

a

Bricks Without Straw,” is

of a four-years’ continuance of the

‘ ‘BUSTON, Saturday

“FLOUR.

;

INTEREST GUARANTEED. |
PAYABLE AT
NATIONAL
BANK_OF. COMMERCE,
;
| is
NEW
YORK.
ws

4 and dealers in butter, chees¢ and
beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar. No 3

Quincy Market, Boston.

Do

Ireland.
declared

knees

has“ gained

PEARLINE.

time

Organs and Lame Baek; avoid

a half of

ite Era.”

gospel before the Vatican—our

Chinese emigration, and the other

on their

Pyle’s

-Eight Per Cent.

cines and plasters, which at best give buf tempo64 @ 650. ravy relief, and tise DA¥’S KIDNEY PAY, which
BUTTER. New York and Vermont— ~ .
wiil save you annually many times its cost in doc- *
Creamery
fresh made, #1b....... Eh 30 @ 3%
tor’s bills, plasters and medicines.
:

Gold to the amount of $2,500,000 is to be
withdrawn from the Bank of France for 'shipment to this country.
:
Judge A. W. Tourgee, the author .of “A

windows face the very windows of the Vatican
palace. where the Fope dwells.”
There are
now five different Protestant
evangelizing
- agencies in Italy : the Baptist,American, Episcopalian, Wesleyan, English,
Waldensians,
and Free Church of Tisig, the last two being

mercial treaty.

his

visit to Ireland.
He addressed a meeting,
held in Newark for the ,purpose of organizing
a branch of the Irish Land League. . He stated

port per steamer from Philadelphia to Genoa.

Kiss the toe of the Pope, pass our college. Nobody can cross the bridgeof St. Angelo without passing our building. It is there, They

na instead of one.

from

pk
eggs,

Thereis nothing.fo

usual

Western Farm Mortgages.

Reported % HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

the front ranks

"In diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder,

the

Twelve tons of cows’ hoofs is an item of ex-

1,800

and
:

returned

:

the company’s steamer Shirley; also the telegraph and freight offices and all the freight on
the wharves. Loss over $250,000.

and all English and American fools who go to

byterians
:

anything else.counterfeits.

wharves and sheds of the Richmond, York
River and Chesapeake Railroad Company and

within 400 yards of the Vatican at Rome, op. posite the great-castle
of St. Ange lo. To ree
_ peat Gavazzi's own words:
* All cardinals,
~ bishops. prelates, pilgrims, and monseigneurs,

i

has

James

the work in halfthe

A fire at West Point destroyed the extension

in their Theological seminary, which is located

‘mainly supported by
gregationalists.

New York 7ribune,

of

‘implored Government to do something.

communicants, 2,805
children
in
schools,
under 21 teachers, 800 Sunday-school scholars.
They also have 17 students and two professors

must pass the

correspondent

the landlords went down

head

preachers,

: compare with

in the
closing

that Ireland would never see justice done until

and the representdtive numbers now thirtysix churches, thirty-five missionary stations,’

fifteen

the

people had died from starvation in
He eulogized Parpell and Davitt, and

Church of Italy.
He will travel throughout
this country, including the entire Southern
and Pacific States, till next July, giving free
lectures on the condition of the Free Church
in Italy, and taking collections for the aid’ of
his work, and will be accompanied by the
Rev. John N. Thompson.
The organization

Father

For HOUSE CLEANING.

ul

Boston Produce Report.

of curative agents. It hasbeen in the market
but about nine years. - It is now recommended
by the best
hysicians, because
it. cures
Coughs and Colds every time. # Price 85 cts.

including’ two

that in three years one million‘tand

rived in New York on the 33th nlt: ‘He comes
to collect funds for the support of the Free

of which

vessels,

Balsam

‘reputation which places it in

of navigation. - There were many wrecks, and
several lives lost.
op
“Als

’

Gavazzi’s

Adamson’s Botanic

other

of the
of the

steamships at Quebec, were locked up
St. Lawrence River by the very early

ranging

and running

from twenty to thirty years.

the

color of the applicants.
Subsequently, however, they had the, satisfaction of beivg, the
guests of the grandest hostelry in that city ahd
in the country, the Windsor Hotel.
Sal

Of the former

next,

were

|

See other column.

Nineteen twentieths of all sickness arises from
weak and impure stomachs. D. R. V. G. will puri
fy the. stomach, and allis well. Try it~ Guaranteed by all druggists:

*

day refused accommodations at two
leading hotels of Montreal, on account

amount of bonds that fall due next yegr known

D.R.V.G.isa purely vegetable compound, and

singers from Fisk

University, Nashville, Tenn.,

%. House iséne to provide for refunding the large

‘there will fall due June 30

Miscellaneous’.

A company of Jubilee

Hotes.

will do all is claimed for it.

plundering

the villages and caravans.

The second.session of the 46th Congress of,
‘the United States opened on Monday
the 6th
instant. * It is stated that the calendar.contains

as the 6’s of 81 and 5 per’cents..

"Business

of peace.——The
British = squudron of
the
allied fiept has sailed for Malta, the Russian for
Naples and the French for Toplani——N orthern Afghanjstan is in a very unsettled condi-
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move on Lima, Peru has refused Chili's terms
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